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Executive Summary 
 

The present report provides an in-depth analysis of the trade process and procedures for the 

export of iron, steel, and metal products from Kazakhstan to European countries, specifically 

Latvia and France. It examines the current trade process and procedures, identifies 

bottlenecks, and presents a set of possible policy recommendations. 

 

The mapping of current trade procedures serves several purposes. Firstly, it guides traders, 

particularly new ones, in the trade process. Secondly, it provides a foundation for diagnosing 

bottlenecks along the trade process. 

 

The study reveals that the time required for exporting iron, steel, and metal products from 

Kazakhstan to Latvia or France ranges from 21 to 31 days, depending on the mode of 

transport. Completing the procedures, including document preparation, procedures, and 

transportation costs, amounts to $2,431. 

 

The report identifies bottlenecks in the current trade procedures, including many steps and 

documents involved, the repeated submission of the same documents to different 

government agencies, the reliance on manual rather than automated or online document 

submission, and high costs for certain trade procedures. 

 

Based on data analysis, the report recommends several measures to enhance trade 

facilitation, including encouraging the use of electronic contracts, transitioning to paperless 

document exchange, implementing a unified currency control registry system, continuing the 

development of the "Single Window" system, creating a single electronic application form for 

obtaining all necessary permits, and optimizing the requirements for trade-accompanying 

documents. 

 

The report emphasizes that it is crucial for Kazakhstan to accede to the Framework 

Agreement on Facilitation of Cross-border Paperless Trade in Asia and the Pacific. Acceding 

to the agreement will create an enabling environment for mutual recognition of electronic 

documents for trade formalities and substantively enhance trade facilitation. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Objective and scope of the study 
 

Creating favourable conditions for developing international trade and increasing exports is a 

priority for many countries worldwide. The growth of foreign investment, an increase in 

production volumes, the creation of new jobs, and an increase in the number of small and 

medium-sized enterprises are some of the positive consequences of a country's involvement 

in global value chains. However, the presence of barriers and bottlenecks that impede export 

growth can hinder economic development. 

 

Kazakhstan has significant potential to simplify import and export procedures, remove 

barriers to international trade, and improve business processes to enhance its 

competitiveness. Simplifying and harmonizing import, export, and transit operations' 

documentation and performing multimodal transport can contribute to future trade facilitation 

reforms. 

 

This report analyzes the business process of exporting iron, steel, and metal products from 

Kazakhstan to European countries using Business Process Analysis (BPA) to identify trade 

facilitation bottlenecks and provide recommendations to streamline trade processes and 

procedures. State bodies and institutions in Kazakhstan certify the information prepared by 

national consultants. 

 

The study's primary outcome is a comprehensive analysis of international trade procedures 

in Kazakhstan related to exporting iron, steel, and metal products to European countries, 

identifying bottlenecks, barriers, and gaps in legislation hindering foreign economic activity's 

development. Practical recommendations are developed on simplifying trade procedures and 

eliminating bottlenecks, barriers, and gaps in legislation. 

 

1.2 Overview of Business Process Analysis for Trade 
Facilitation 
 

Business Process Analysis (BPA) of Trade Procedures, developed by UNNExT 1  is an 

effective tool for providing a detailed understanding of international trade transactions. Similar 

to the existing studies, the UNNExT Business Process Analysis Guide to Simplify Trade 

 

1 More information is available at http://unnext.unescap.org/tools/business_process.asp.  

http://unnext.unescap.org/tools/business_process.asp
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Procedures2 was used to study the export of iron, steel, and metal products from Kazakhstan 

to European countries.   

 

According to UN/CEFACT (see Figure 1.1)3, BPA is recommended as the first step before 

undertaking other trade facilitation measures related to the simplification, harmonization and 

automation of trade procedures and documents. 

FIGURE 1.1 A STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH TO IMPLEMENTING TRADE FACILITATION MEASURES 

 

 

The trade procedures covered by BPA largely fall in the category of Buy-Ship-Pay model 

recommended by UN/CEFACT (as shown in Figure 1.2). In some cases, the scope could be 

confined to selected process(es) according to the priority of the country. 

 

 

 

 

 

2 Detailed information is available at < https://unnext.unescap.org/content/business-process-analysis-simplify-trade-

procedures-case-studies> 

3 United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), 2006, Background Paper for UN/CEFACT Symposium on 

Single Window Common Standards and Interoperability.  

 

 Business Process Analysis 

 

 

  

  

  

Process simplification and harmonization 

Documents simplification and alignment 

National data harmonization 

Cross-border data harmonization & 

exchange 

E-Single Window & paperless 

trading 

Source: UNECE, 2006, Background Paper for UN/CEFACT Symposium on 
Single Window Common Standards and Interoperability 
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FIGURE 1.2 BUY-SHIP-PAY MODEL 

Commercial 

Procedures 
Transport Procedures Regulatory Procedures Financial Procedures 

● - Establish contract 

● - Order goods 

● - Advise on delivery 

- Request payment 

● - Establish transport 

contract 

● - Collect, transport and 

deliver goods 

- Provide waybill, gods 

receipt and status 

reports 

● - Obtain export/import 

licences, etc. 

● - Provide customs 

declaration 

● - Provide cargo 

declaration 

● - Apply trade security 

procedures 

- Clear goods for 

import/export 

● - Provide credit rating 

● - Provide insurance 

● - Provide credit 

● - Execute payment 

- Issue statements 

 

UN/CEFACT Recommendation No. 18 illustrates a simplified view of the international supply chain in the Buy-Ship-Pay 

model. The model identifies the key commercial, logistical, regulatory and payment procedures involved in the 

international supply chain and provides an overview of the information exchanged between the parties throughout its 

various steps4. 

          

  

 

4 www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/cefact/recommendations/rec18/Rec18_pub_2002_ecetr271.pdf 

 

http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/cefact/recommendations/rec18/Rec18_pub_2002_ecetr271.pdf
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One of the key features of the UNNExT Business Process Analysis Guide to Simplify Trade 

Procedures is the introduction of the Unified Modelling Language (UML) as a standard way 

to graphically represent the various procedures involved in the trade process (Figure 1.3). 

This common standard is essential for providing a systematic description and common 

language of a procedure that can be understood by all stakeholders involved in international 

trade transactions, both domestic and foreign.  

FIGURE 1.3 EXAMPLES OF USE-CASE AND ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS 

UML Use-Case Diagram UML Activity Diagram 

 

 

UML Use-Case and Activity Diagrams are 

used to visualize the captured knowledge of 

the business processes. The Use-Case 

Diagram illustrates high-level business 

processes and the actors associated with 

each of them. It serves as a frame of 

reference for further elaboration of business 

process modelling work. The Activity 

Diagram, on the other hand, describes 

activities, inputs, and outputs associated 

with each business process listed in the 

Use-Case Diagram. 

Source: http://unnext.unescap.org/pub/tipub2558new.asp 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://unnext.unescap.org/pub/tipub2558new.asp
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Chapter 2. Analysis of Export of Iron, Steel, and 
Metal Products from Kazakhstan to European 
Countries 
 

The chapter includes an analysis of export/import ratios and export destinations for iron, steel, 

and metal production (2021), export volumes and destinations for selected product groups 

(2021), and the main delivery routes of iron, steel, and metal products from Kazakhstan to 

European countries.  

 

Delivery by rail or road 

 

Cargoes are transported by rail and road from Kazakhstan to France. Rail transportation is 

widely used.  

 

Access to European space via rail transit occurs through the territories of Belarus and 

Ukraine. At the border of the "Eastern" and "Western" railway systems, the cargo is reloaded 

onto European wagons (in rare cases, wheelset bogies are replaced), or containers are 

reloaded onto European operator platforms, and the SMGS consignment note is reissued to 

CIM (Railway Bill) (if a CIM/SMGS consignment note is used, no renewal is required). 

 

Road transport will include the transit through Russian Federation, Ukraine, and Belarus to 

Western Europe. 

 

Kazakh cargo is transported to Latvia by rail or road through the Russian Federation and 

Belarus. Multimodal transportation could be carried out along the Trans-Caspian International 

Transport Route: by rail to the ports of Aktau or Kuryk, then across the Caspian Sea on a 

railway ferry without unloading onto a ship or, in the case of container transportation, with 

reloading onto a feeder ship to the port of Baku or Alyat (Azerbaijan), then through the ports 

of Poti and Batumi to the port of Constanta, then through Hungary, Slovakia, Poland, 

Lithuania, and further by regular airline transportation or cargo charter organization. 

 

The cost of transportation for one tonne of cargo ranges between $60 and $150. The benefits 

of this route include the need to cross 1-2 transit countries, the relative ease of transportation 

organization, and an established logistics market with many existing services. 
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Multimodal transportation 

Multimodal transportation can be conducted along the route of the Trans-Caspian 

International Transport Route: by rail to the ports of Aktau or Kuryk, then across the Caspian 

Sea on a railway ferry without unloading onto a ship or reloading onto a feeder ship in case 

of container transportation, to the port of Baku/Alyat (Azerbaijan), by rail transport to the port 

of Batumi (Georgia), then to the port of Istanbul or along the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars-Istanbul 

railway line further through Turkey to Monaco. 

 

This is an example of an export route from Kazakhstan to France. Multimodal transportation 

is carried out along the Trans-Caspian International Transport Route: by rail to the ports of 

Aktau or Kuryk, then by railway ferry across the Caspian Sea without unloading onto a ship 

or with reloading onto a feeder ship in the case of container transportation, to the port of 

Baku/Alyat (Azerbaijan), by rail to the port of Batumi (Georgia), then to the port of 

Istanbul/Mersin, or along the Baku Also, via the ports of Poti and Batumi to the port of 

Constanta; then via Hungary, Austria, and Germany to Paris. 

 

The biggest problem for a Kazakhstani exporter in exporting its products is the long distance 

from Kazakhstan's border. Furthermore, the exporter requires a list of more than two transit 

countries along the way. It will be necessary to transport the goods via multiple modes of 

transportation. The cost of transportation per ton ranges between $200 and $360. 

 

Limitations and Features 

Because of the geopolitical situation in Ukraine, related supply chains are being disrupted. 

The Trans-Caspian International Transport Route (TITR) is becoming an alternative route 

from Kazakhstan to Europe, and tariffs and transportation conditions are changing on a daily 

basis. 

 

Railway delivery costs include the railway tariff, wagon handling, and terminal extras fees. 
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TABLE 2.1 THE COST AND DELIVERY TERMS FOR KAZAKHSTANI PRODUCTS TO FRANCE 
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Bars of stainless-steel other (722220) 

Atyrau - Paris railway 5870 18 
railway 

carriage 
60 2420 9680 12100 201 

Atyrau - Paris railway 5870 17 
container 

20' 
26 1500 6000 7500 288 

Atyrau - Paris railway 5870 16 
container 

40' 
30 1700 6800 8500 283 

Atyrau - Paris railway/ 

sea 
6503 16 

container 

40' 
30 1700 6800 8500 283 

Atyrau - Paris road/ 

ferry 
5870 20 auto 20   6500 325 

Ferroalloys (720120) 

Pavlodar - Paris railway 8192 25 
railway 

carriage 
60 2600 

1040

0 
13000 216 

Pavlodar - Paris railway 8192 24 
container 

20' 
26 1520 6080 7600 292 

Pavlodar - Paris railway 8192 23 
container 

40' 
30 1700 6800 8500 283 

Pavlodar - Paris road/ 

ferry 
8192 22 auto 20   7000 350 

Semi-finished products of iron or non-alloy steel containing 0.25 wt% or more of carbon (720720) 

Almaty - Paris railway 8305 25 
railway 

carriage 
60 2500 

1000

0 
12500 208 

Almaty - Paris railway 8305 24 
container 

20' 
26 1540 6160 7700 296 

Almaty - Paris railway 8305 23 
container 

40' 
30 1720 6880 8600 286 

Almaty - Paris road/ 

ferry 
8305 22 auto 20   7200 360 

Source: Centre for Trade Policy Development QazTrade 
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The main markets for the export of Kazakhstan's ferrous metal products—flat rolled iron or 

non-alloy steel; pig iron; and specular iron (cast iron ingots)—are Russian Federation, 

Uzbekistan, Romania, China, Pakistan, Turkey, Vietnam, Afghanistan, the UAE, Azerbaijan, 

Tajikistan, Poland, India, Belarus, and Latvia. The European market has not yet been fully 

covered by Kazakh exporters. 

 

According to 2021 data, the share of European imports for such products as flat-rolled iron 

non-alloy steel products and flat-rolled iron non-alloy products is small—only 5.7% of 

Kazakhstan's total value of exports to the world. The majority of exports are to Romania and 

Poland. Export to Macedonia is possible. However, export growth is visible in general when 

comparing the last nine months of 2022 to the same period in 2021. 

 

TABLE 2.2 EXPORT OF KAZAKHSTAN PRODUCTS WITH HS CODES 7208-7212 TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES FOR 2021-2022 

Countries 

Jan-Sep 2021 Jan-Sep 2022 Share in 2021 

Tons 
Thousand 

USD 
Tons 

Thousand 

USD 
Tons 

Thousand 

USD 

Export to the world 1 584 940,0 1 420 356,1 1 602 266,4 1 248 147,3 100% 100% 

Export to European 
countries 

22 454,5 20 097,3 80 126,1 71 353,0 5,0% 5,7% 

Romania 20 306,9 17 229,8 51 403,0 45 892,5 3,2% 3,7% 

Macedonia 0,0 0,0 9 228,9 7 227,4 0,6% 0,6% 

Italy 0,0 0,0 7 899,5 6 111,7 0,5% 0,5% 

Czech 89,9 128,7 5 407,9 5 846,3 0,3% 0,5% 

Bulgaria 0,0 0,0 4 611,1 4 929,6 0,3% 0,4% 

Poland 2 057,8 2 738,9 1 452,0 1 206,7 0,1% 0,1% 

Lithuania 0,0 0,0 108,3 118,2 0,0% 0,0% 

Estonia 0,0 0,0 15,6 20,5 0,0% 0,0% 

Other countries 1 562 485,5 1 400 258,8 1 522 140,3 1 176 794,3 95,0% 94,3% 

Source: Statistics of Ministry of Trade and Integration of the Republic of Kazakhstan 

 

There was a small number of exports in the last nine months of 2022 to Europe of pig iron 

and spiegeleisen in pigs, blocks, or other primary forms, but this was only in one direction: 

Latvia. The volume of exports of this product is 14.8 tons at the cost of $6,700. 
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TABLE 2.3 EXPORT OF KAZAKHSTAN PRODUCTS WITH HS CODE 7201 TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES FOR 2021-2022 

Countries 

Jan-Sep 2021 Jan-Sep 2022 Share in 2021 

Tons 
Thousand 

USD 
Tons 

Thousand 

USD 
Tons 

Thousand 

USD 

Export to the world 8 728,7 4 361,6 17 426,5 7 695,2 100% 100% 

Export to European 

countries 
0,0 0,0 14,8 6,7 0,1% 0,1% 

Latvia  0,0 0,0 14,8 6,7 0,1% 0,1% 

Source: Statistics of Ministry of Trade and Integration of the Republic of Kazakhstan 

 

Articles of iron or steel are also exported in small quantities; in total $11,6 million in the last 

nine months of 2022. On average, the share of European imports for these products is 5.8% 

of Kazakhstan's exports. For these products, the European export markets are diversified: 

Belgium, Poland, Lithuania, Estonia, Italy, France, etc. 

 

In general, competitiveness analyses reveal that metal products are the most competitive 

products in Kazakhstan's export basket, and their contribution to the product chain and 

production cycle is enormous. Simultaneously, an examination of Kazakhstan's foreign trade 

regarding these commodity items reveals that Kazakhstan has a significant untapped 

potential for iron, steel, and metal products, particularly for Europe. Given the current crises 

and a review of European trading partners, Kazakhstan has a good opportunity to increase 

the volume of iron, steel, and metal product exports to European countries. 

 

According to logistic analyses, the route is complex when the export routes cover two or three 

transit countries. Transportation by any mode of transportation is possible across Russian 

Federation's territory, which is made more difficult by the current relations between Russian 

Federation and Ukraine. Multimodal transportation requires complex transhipment and 

transhipment procedures while passing through several transit countries. This reports looks 

into the procedures that an exporter must follow to export iron, steel, and metal products to 

European countries. 
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TABLE 2.4 EXPORT OF KAZAKHSTAN PRODUCTS WITH HS CODE 73 TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES FOR 2021-2022 

Countries 

Jan-Sep 2021 Jan-Sep 2022 Share in 2021 

Tons 
Thousand 

USD 
Tons 

Thousand 

USD 
Tons 

Thousan

d USD 

Export to the world 169 821,0 184 928,9 140 383,9 200 909,7 100% 100% 

Export to European 
countries 

9 183,4 32 751,7 8 503,5 11 552,7 6,1% 5,8% 

Belgium 5 882,5 21 488,1 3 079,5 3 637,0 2,2% 1,8% 

Poland 0,6 7,5 2 602,6 2 973,7 1,9% 1,5% 

Lithuania 120,3 142,3 2 180,1 2 785,7 1,6% 1,4% 

Estonia 478,7 436,2 470,2 587,9 0,3% 0,3% 

Italy 218,8 1 090,2 36,0 501,8 0,0% 0,2% 

France 20,2 401,6 3,0 290,6 0,0% 0,1% 

United Kingdom 1 537,8 7 333,1 2,2 162,4 0,0% 0,1% 

Netherlands 51,0 369,0 11,4 105,7 0,0% 0,1% 

Norway 0,1 17,0 0,5 103,3 0,0% 0,1% 

Spain 11,0 46,1 7,5 90,2 0,0% 0,0% 

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 

0,1 169,0 0,0 88,0 0,0% 0,0% 

Czech 2,4 33,4 34,5 73,3 0,0% 0,0% 

Germany 621,9 864,1 1,2 51,6 0,0% 0,0% 

Slovakia 13,2 23,2 70,2 28,6 0,1% 0,0% 

Romania 0,0 1,7 1,2 14,8 0,0% 0,0% 

Greece 0,0 0,0 0,2 12,9 0,0% 0,0% 

Moldova 0,0 0,0 1,0 12,7 0,0% 0,0% 

Finland 0,0 0,0 0,1 12,1 0,0% 0,0% 

Hungary 0,0 0,1 1,2 6,1 0,0% 0,0% 

Bulgaria 0,2 17,8 0,0 6,0 0,0% 0,0% 

Latvia 220,8 219,4 0,4 3,4 0,0% 0,0% 

Austria 3,4 37,5 0,0 1,9 0,0% 0,0% 

Sweden 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,6 0,0% 0,0% 

Denmark 0,1 17,5 0,1 0,6 0,0% 0,0% 

Croatia 0,0 0,0 0,1 0,4 0,0% 0,0% 

Switzerland 0,2 26,1 0,0 0,4 0,0% 0,0% 

Portugal 0,0 1,2 0,1 0,2 0,0% 0,0% 

Serbia 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0% 0,0% 

Liechtenstein 0,3 9,6 0,0 0,0 0,0% 0,0% 

Other countries 160 637,5 152 177,2 131 880,4 189 357,0 93,9% 94,2% 

Source: Statistics of Ministry of Trade and Integration of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
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Chapter 3. Business Process Analysis of Export of 
Iron, Steel, and Metal Products from Kazakhstan to 
European Countries 
 

The section includes process descriptions, use-case diagrams and activity diagrams, time-

cost procedure charts, a list of issues and bottlenecks, etc., as well as procedural and 

documentary requirements for exporting iron, steel, and metal products from Kazakhstan to 

European countries. 

 

Process descriptions will include the names of the process areas, the names of the business 

process, related rules and regulations, the names of the responsible parties, input and criteria 

to enter the business process, procedures and documents required, output and criteria to exit 

the business process, and the average time and costs required. 

 

3.1 Use-Case diagrams 
 

There are 15 core business processes and 12 actors involved in Kazakhstan’s export of iron, 

steel, and metal products to European countries (Latvia) by automobile transport.  
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FIGURE 3.1 USE-CASE DIAGRAM OF EXPORTING IRON, STEEL AND METAL PRODUCTS TO A EUROPEAN COUNTRY (LATVIA) BY 

AUTOMOBILE TRANSPORT 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

There are 13 core business processes and 16 actors involved in Kazakhstan’s export of iron, 

steel, and metal products to European countries (Latvia) by railway transport.  
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FIGURE 3.2 USE-CASE DIAGRAM OF EXPORTING IRON, STEEL AND METAL PRODUCTS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES (LATVIA) BY RAILWAY 

TRANSPORT 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

There are 16 core business processes and 16 actors involved in Kazakhstan’s export of iron, 

steel, and metal products to European countries (France) by automobile and sea transport.  
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FIGURE 3.3 USE-CASE DIAGRAM OF EXPORTING IRON, STEEL AND METAL PRODUCTS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES (FRANCE) BY 

AUTOMOBILE AND SEA TRANSPORT 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

There are 13 core business processes and 19 parties involved in Kazakhstan’s export of iron, 

steel, and metal products to European countries (France) by railway and sea transport.  
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FIGURE 3.4 USE-CASE DIAGRAM OF EXPORTING IRON, STEEL AND METAL PRODUCTS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES (FRANCE) BY RAILWAY 

AND SEA TRANSPORT 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

3.2 Core Business Processes  
 

Process Area 1: Buy 
 

Core Business Process Area 1.1: Conclude Sales Contract and Trade Terms 

FIGURE 3.5 “CONCLUDE SALES CONTRACT AND TRADE TERMS” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

“Conclude sales contract and trade terms” is 

the only core business process under the 

“ uy” process area for export of iron, steel 

and metal products. The use-case diagram 

as shown in FIGURE 3.5 suggests that this 

core business process requires participation 

from: 

- Importer 

- Exporter 
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It is necessary to conclude a sales contract between the exporter and the importer. If the 

transaction amount exceeds $50,000, it is required to obtain an account number under the 

currency agreement (Resolution of the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 42 

of March 30, 2019). 

 

The procedure can be completed online via email and takes 1-3 days to complete. 

 

FIGURE 3.6 “CONCLUDE SALES CONTRACT AND TRADE TERMS” ACTIVITY DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.1 “CONCLUDE SALES CONTRACT AND TRADE TERMS” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area  1. Buy 

Name of the business process 1.1. Conclude sales contract and trade terms 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 

● Incoterms 2010 

● Rules for Implementation of Export and Import Currency 

Control in the Republic of Kazakhstan (resolution of National 

 ank  oard of Directors № 42 of 30.03.2019) 

Process participant(s) 
● Importer 

● Exporter (or Representative) 

Input and criteria to 

enter/begin the business 

process 

● Importer specifies product quality and quantity 

● Exporter holds products complying with specified quality and 

quantity 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

1.1.1 Importer sends inquiry about price and product availability 

1.1.2 Exporter receives inquiry from importer and prepares 

Offer/Quotation comprising price list and sales/delivery terms to 

inform importer(s) about quoted price and sales terms 

1.1.3 Importer receives price offer and sales/delivery terms from 

the Exporter 

1.1.4 Importer evaluates exporter’s price offer in terms of 

products’ cost, quality, quantity and sales/delivery terms,  

Importer determines whether the offered price and sales/delivery 

terms are acceptable; If the offered price and sales/delivery 

terms are not acceptable, importer requests exporter to revise 

the offer 

1.1.5 In case of consensus between both parties, Importer 

confirms intent to purchase 

1.1.6 Importer sends purchase order 

1.1.7 Exporter sends signed Contract to the Importer with Invoice 

and confirms that the iron, steel and metal products will be 

delivered according to conditions and terms 

1.1.8. Importer receives Invoice and signs Contract 

Output and criteria to exit the 

business process 

● Importer and Exporter have agreed on contract terms and 

shipment date 

● Exporter and Importer signed contract 

● Based on a purchase order, an exporter can accept 

payments and prepare goods for export 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1-3 days 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Process Area 2: Ship 
 

In the context of export of iron, steel and metal products from Kazakhstan to European 

countries, the ‘ hip’ process area consists of 10-13 core business processes depending on 

the type of transportation including business processes to meet the general regulatory 

requirement to export from Kazakhstan. These core business processes deal with regulatory 

requirements to export, transport and customs procedures. They involve the arrangement for 

cargo movement as well as the completion of customs formalities and necessary actions to 

meet the export of iron, steel and metal products from Kazakhstan to European countries. 

 

Road transportation 
 

Core Business Process Area 2.1 Contract Road Haulage 

 FIGURE 3.7 “CONTRACT ROAD HAULAGE” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

“Contract Road haulage” is the first core 

business process under the “ hip” process 

area and it is a general requirement in 

Kazakhstan for any kind of business. The 

use-case diagram, as shown in FIGURE 3.7, 

shows that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter  

- Company providing road haulage 

services 
 

FIGURE 3.8 “CONTRACT ROAD HAULAGE” ACTIVITY DIAGRAM  

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.2 “CONTRACT ROAD HAULAGE” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area  2. Ship (Road transportation) 

Name of the business process 2.1 Contract Road haulage 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 

● Special Part of Civil Code of Republic of Kazakhstan No. 409 

of 01.07.1999 

● Rules for Road Freight Transportation No. 546 of 30.04.2015 

● List of Documents Conforming Origin of Goods No. 257 of 

08.07.2014 

● General Part of Civil Code of Republic of Kazakhstan No. 

268-XIII of 27.12.1994 

Process participant(s) 
● Exporter 

● Company providing road haulage services 

Input and criteria to enter/begin 

the business process 
● Exporter has to have contract with the Importer 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.1.1 Exporter receives draft contract from the Company 

providing road haulage services (could be done online) 

2.1.2 Exporter signs Contract and sends it to Company 

providing road haulage services with the copy of Passport or 

National ID, in addition, if required, Certificate of proof of 

registration of legal person (original) or Talon of notification of 

operating as individual entrepreneur (original) 

2.1.3 Company providing road haulage services signs 

Contract 

Output and criteria to exit the 

business process 

● Exporter and Company providing road haulage services 

signed Contract 

Average time required to 

complete this business process 
1 - 3 days 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.2 Register for Currency Control (optional) 

FIGURE 3.9 “REGISTER FOR CURRENCY CONTROL” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Register for Currency Control” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.9, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

▪ - Exporter  

▪ -  xporter’s  ank  

The foreign trade contract(s) or invoice(s), equivalently estimated at over $50,000, are 

subject to the export-import currency control at the bank where the applicant is a regular 

customer. 
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If the trader uses a foreign bank account, the currency control procedures are implemented 

by the  ational  ank’s branches. 

 

FIGURE 3.10 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.2 “REGISTER FOR CURRENCY CONTROL” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

TABLE 3.3 “REGISTER FOR CURRENCY CONTROL” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area  2. Ship (Road transportation) 

Name of the business process 2.2 Register for currency control 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 

● Rules for Implementation of Export-Import Currency Control in 

Republic of Kazakhstan No. 42 of 30.03.2019 

Process participant(s) 

●  xporter 

●  ank 

Input and criteria to enter/begin 

the business process 

●  xporter has to have contract  ith the Importer 

●  xporter has online bank account 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.2.1. Exporter applies for acceptance of foreign trade contract 

under export-import currency control (could be done online) 

2.2.2  xporter’s  ank revie s the trade contract 

2.2.3  xporter’s Bank provides the registration number 

Output and criteria to exit the 

business process 
●  xporter obtains registration number of foreign trade contract  

Average time required to 

complete this business process 
1 – 3 days 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.3 Obtain Certificate of Origin 

FIGURE 3.11 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Obtain a certificate of origin” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.11, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Exporter  

- National Chamber of Entrepreneurs 

“Atameken”  

To obtain a certificate of origin, the exporter must contact the National Chamber of 

 ntrepreneurs “Atameken” and enter into an appropriate contract. The next step is to request 

a certificate. A receipt for payment for the certificate, copies of a certificate of state 

registration, a foreign trade contract with an account number, an invoice for supply with an 

account number, a contract for the sale of goods (for an exporter who is not a manufacturer 

of goods), and a brief description of the technological process of production must be 

submitted with the application. 

 

A certificate can be obtained in 1-3 days. 
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FIGURE 3.12 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.3 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.4 “OBTAIN CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area  2. Ship (Road transportation) 

Name of the business 

process 
2.3 Obtain certificate of origin 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 

● Law on National Chamber of Entrepreneurs of Republic of 

Kazakhstan No. 129-V of 04.07.2013 

● Rules for Determination of Country of Origin of Goods, Status of 

Eurasian Economic Union's or Foreign Goods, Issuance and 

Cancellation of Certificate of Origin of Goods and Adoption of Its 

Forms No. 454-NQ of 13.07.2021 

● List of Documents Conforming Origin of Goods No. 257 of 

08.07.2014 

●  C Regulation  o. 2454 93 

Process participant(s) 
●  xporter 

●  ational Chamber of  ntrepreneurs “Atameken” 

Input and criteria to 

enter/begin the business 

process 

●  xporter has to have contract providing the service on issuance 

of the certificate of origin and the bill for payment for the certificate 

of origin 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.3.1 Exporter submits request to obtain the certificate of origin 

2.3.2  ational Chamber of  ntrepreneurs “Atameken” sends 

contract and bill for payment 

2.3.3 Exporter pays for certificate of origin 

● Bill for payment  

● Passport or National ID Card  

2.3.4 Exporter applies for certificate of origin 

● Electronic digital signature 

● Certificate of proof of registration of legal person/Talon of 

notification of operating as individual entrepreneur/Passport or 

National ID Card 

● Registered foreign trade contract  

● Commercial invoice  

● Contract providing purchase and sale of product/Invoice 

(general)/Consignment note (general)  

● Brief description of technological process of production  

2.3.5  ational Chamber of  ntrepreneurs “Atameken” sends draft 

certificate of origin 

2.3.6 Exporter obtains Certificate of Origin Form A 

● Text of contract providing service on issuance of certificate 

of origin (2 original)  

● Stamp  

Costs and resources 

● 200 % of one monthly calculation index (for the exporter who has 

no debt in paying the fee for membership to the National Chamber 

of Entrepreneurs or whose total annual income does not exceed 

the amount equal to the 60,000-fold rate of the Monthly Calculation 

Index of preceding year). 
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● 400 % of one monthly calculation index (for the exporter who has 

debt in paying the fee for membership to the National Chamber of 

Entrepreneurs). 

Monthly Calculation Index rate for 2022 – 3 063 KZT 

● Company Administrative  taff. 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 
● The Certificate of Origin is received 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 - 3 days 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.4 “Obtain certificate of conformity” 

FIGURE 3.13 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Obtain a certificate of conformity” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.13, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

▪ - Exporter  

▪ - Certification body  
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FIGURE 3.14 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.4 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.5 “OBTAIN CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area  2. Ship (Road transportation) 

Name of the business 

process 
2.4 Obtain certificate of conformity 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 
●  U Directives and  tandards 

Process participant(s) 
●  xporter  

● Certification body 

Input and criteria to 

enter/begin the business 

process 

●  xporter has to have contract providing the service on issuance 

of the certificate of conformity and the bill for payment for the 

certificate of conformity 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.4.1 Exporter submits request to obtain the certificate of 

conformity 

2.4.2 Certification body sends contract and bill for payment 

2.4.3 Exporter pays for certificate of conformity 

● Bill for payment  

● Passport or National ID Card  

2.4.4 Exporter applies for certificate of conformity with documents 

● Certificate of proof of registration of legal person/Talon of 

notification of operating as individual entrepreneur 

● Registered foreign trade contract 

● Passport or National ID Card  

● Commercial invoice 

● Description of technological process of production 

2.4.5 Certification body checks documents 

2.4.6 Certification body conducts product tests  

2.4.7 Based on the test results the Certification body filles out the 

Certificate of conformity  

2.4.8 Exporter obtains the Certificate of conformity 

Costs and resources The cost depends on Certification body and types of tests 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 
● Certificate of conformity is received 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

5 days 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.4.1 Send contract and bill for payment 

2.4.2 Pay for certificate of conformity 

● Bill for payment  

● Passport or National ID Card  

2.4.3 Apply for certificate of conformity with documents 

● Certificate of proof of registration of legal person/Talon of 

notification of operating as individual entrepreneur 

● Registered foreign trade contract 

● Passport or National ID Card  

● Commercial invoice 
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● Description of technological process of production 

2.4.4 Certification body checks documents 

2.4.5 Certification body conducts product tests  

2.4.6 Based on the test results Certificate of conformity is filled 

out  

2.4.7 Exporter obtains the Certificate of conformity 

Costs and resources ● The cost depends on Certification body and types of tests 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 
● Certificate of conformity is received 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

5 days 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.4.1 Send contract and bill for payment 

2.4.2 Pay for certificate of conformity 

● Bill for payment  

● Passport or National ID Card  

2.4.3 Apply for certificate of conformity with documents 

● Certificate of proof of registration of legal person/Talon of 

notification of operating as individual entrepreneur 

● Registered foreign trade contract 

● Passport or National ID Card  

● Commercial invoice 

● Description of technological process of production 

2.4.4 Certification body checks documents 

2.4.5 Certification body conducts product tests  

2.4.6 Based on the test results Certificate of conformity is filled 

out  

2.4.7 Exporter obtains the Certificate of conformity 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.5 Prepare for Road Haulage 

FIGURE 3.15 “PREPARE FOR ROAD HAULAGE” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Prepare for Road haulage” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.15, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Exporter  

- Company providing road haulage 

services  
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FIGURE 3.16 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.5 “PREPARE FOR ROAD HAULAGE” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.6 “PREPARE FOR ROAD HAULAGE” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area  2. Ship (Road transportation) 

Name of the business 

process 
2.5 Prepare for Road haulage 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 

● No. 409 (01.07.1999) Special Part of Civil Code of Republic of 

Kazakhstan 

● No. 546 (30.04.2015) Rules for Road Freight Transportation 

Process participant(s) 
●  xporter  

● Company providing road haulage services 

Input and criteria to 

enter/begin the business 

process 

●  xporter and Company providing road haulage services have 

signed contract 

● The quantity of goods is sufficient to be loaded 

● There are sufficient funds in the exporter's account for 

advance pay for the services of a road haulage 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.5.1 Exporter submits road haulage order to a Company 

providing road haulage services, accompanying with a copy of 

contract providing road haulage services 

2.5.2 Company providing road haulage services reviews the 

road haulage order 

2.5.3 Exporter receives CMR note, road consignment note and 

bill for payment for road haulage 

2.5.4 Exporter makes partial payment for road haulage 

2.5.5 Exporter prepares freight for loading 

2.5.6 Company providing road haulage services prepares the 

truck for loading and following documents: truck waybill of 

lading, international road transport book (Carnet TIR), permit for 

entry, exit or transit of truck on the territory of Kazakhstan, 

International weight certificate 

2.5.7 Exporter loads the truck 

2.5.8 Exporter and Company providing road haulage services 

weight freight and enter data into an international weight 

certificate 

Costs and resources  
● Advance fee in the amount of 50% of the contractual amount 

for the services of a road haulage 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  

● International  aybill (CMR) is obtained 

● Truck  aybill is received  

● International road transport book (Carnet TIR) is received 

● Permit for entry, exit or transit of truck on the territory of 

Kazakhstan is received 

● International  eight certificate is received 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

Up to 10 days 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.6 Obtain an Export Customs Declaration for Goods 

FIGURE 3.17 “OBTAIN AN EXPORT CUSTOMS DECLARATION FOR GOODS” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

“Obtain an export customs declaration for 

goods” is a business process under the 

“ hip” process area. The use-case 

diagram, as shown in FIGURE 3.17, 

shows that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter  

- Automated System of Customs and 

Tax Administration  

▪  

Before sending the goods, it is necessary to pay customs fees (20,000 tenge per declaration) 

and receive a customs declaration. To obtain it, the exporter uses the Automated System of 

Customs and Tax Administration (Astana-1). In this system, the goods declaration form is 

filled in, the number of the CMR consignment note is indicated, and copies of the foreign 

trade contract with the account number, receipts for payment for customs fees, a vehicle 

registration document (a technical passport), and a certificate of origin are attached. 

 

FIGURE 3.18 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.6 “OBTAIN AN EXPORT CUSTOMS DECLARATION FOR GOODS” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.7 “OBTAIN AN EXPORT CUSTOMS DECLARATION” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road transportation) 

Name of the business 

process 
2.6 Obtain an export customs declaration 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 

● Code on Customs Regulation in Republic of Kazakhstan No. 123-

VI of 26.12.2017 

● Rates of Customs Fees Levied by State Revenue Bodies No. 171 

of 05.04.2018 

● Instructions on Filling out Customs Declarations and Forms of 

Customs Declarations No. 257 of 20.05.2010 

● Procedures for Implementation of Amendments (Additions) to 

Information in Customs Declaration No. 289 of 10.12.2013 

Process participant(s) 

●  xporter  

● Automated  ystem of Customs and Tax Administration 

 

Input and criteria to 

enter/begin the business 

process 

● Goods are (or being) loaded into a truck  

● Transport documents and commercial documents are received or 

issued by the Exporter 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.6.1 Exporter pays customs fees (could be done online) 

2.6.2 Exporter submits goods declaration with indication of number 

of the CMR consignment note, attachment of and copies of the 

foreign trade contract with the account number, receipts for 

payment for customs fees, vehicle registration document (technical 

passport) and certificate of origin (could be done online) 

2.6.3 Automated System of Customs and Tax Administration 

processes submitted information and issues a goods declaration 

2.6.4 Exporter obtains released goods declaration (could be done 

online) 

Costs and resources  
● 20,000 K T per declaration.  

● Company Administrative  taff, shared use or a Customs broker  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The  xport customs declaration is issued and obtained 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.7 Dispatch Freight 

FIGURE 3.19 “DISPATCH FREIGHT” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

“Dispatch freight” is a business process 

under the “ hip” process area. The use-

case diagram, as shown in FIGURE 3.19, 

shows that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter  

- Driver  

To dispatch freight to the country of destination by road, the driver must obtain all the 

necessary documents. 

 

FIGURE 3.20 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.7 “DISPATCH FREIGHT” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.8 “DISPATCH FREIGHT” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road transportation) 

Name of the business 

process 
2.7 Dispatch freight  

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 
● Rules for Road Freight Transportation No. 546 of 30.04.2015 

Process participant(s) 
●  xporter  

● Driver 

Input and criteria to 

enter/begin the business 

process 

● The truck is loaded 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.7.1 Exporter hands over all necessary documents to a truck 

driver 

● Registered export goods declaration  

● CMR note  

● Commercial invoice  

● Certificate of origin  

● TIR carnet  

● International vehicle weight certificate  

2.7.2 Driver receives all documents 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The truck is dispatched to the country of destination 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.8 Undertake Transport Control 

FIGURE 3.21 “UNDERTAKE TRANSPORT CONTROL” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

“Undertake transport control” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.21, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Driver  

- Road transport control inspection  

FIGURE 3.22 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.8 “UNDERTAKE TRANSPORT CONTROL” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.9 “UNDERTAKE TRANSPORT CONTROL” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road transportation) 

Name of the business 

process 
2.8 Undertake transport control 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 

● Rules for Organisation of Operation of Transport Control 

Checkpoints on Territory of Republic of Kazakhstan No. 362 of 

13.08.2010 

● Rules for Organisation of Work and Rest of Drivers as well as 

Application of Tachograph No. 1288 of 31.12.2015 

● Rules for Organisation and Implementation of Haulage of 

Oversize and Heavy Load on Territory of Republic of Kazakhstan 

No. 206 of 27.02.2015 

Process participant(s) 
● Driver  

● Road transport control inspection  

Input and criteria to 

enter/begin the business 

process 

● The track is loaded 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.8.1. Driver undertakes vehicle parameter control  

2.8.2. Road transport control inspector fills out an Act of weighing 

2.8.3. Driver undertakes transport document control. The driver 

must have the following documents   

● CMR note  

● Driving license  

● Certificate of vehicle registration  

● Tachograph  

● Certificate of periodic inspection of tachograph  

● Certificate of verification of tachograph 

● TIR carnet  

● International weight certificate 

2.8.4. Road transport control inspector fills out an Act of inspection 

results 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The track is dispatched to the country of destination 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1-hour 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.9 Cross the Kazakhstan Border 

FIGURE 3.23 “CROSS THE KAZAKHSTAN BORDER” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Cross the Kazakhstan border” is a 

business process under the “ hip” process 

area. The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.23, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Driver  

- Customs 

- Border guard service  

To cross the border, the driver must obtain a control card at the entrance to the checkpoint. 

Then the driver needs to go through various types of control, which include radiation and 

weight and size control of vehicles, verification of transport, and transportation documents. 

After checking the documents, the specialist of the customs post puts a confirmation of the 

departure of the goods from the customs territory into the automated system of customs and 

tax administration "Astana-1." Before leaving the territory of the checkpoint, the border guard 

service inspects vehicles; the driver passes through passport control, and upon departure, 

he submits a control card. 
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FIGURE 3.24 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.9 “CROSS THE KAZAKHSTAN BORDER” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.10 “CROSS THE KAZAKHSTAN BORDER” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road transportation) 

Name of the business 

process 
2.9 Cross the Kazakhstan border  

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 

● Law on State Border of Republic of Kazakhstan No. 70-V of 

16.01.2013 

● Model Scheme of Movement of Humans, Vehicles, Freight and 

Goods through Border Crossing Points by Road Transport No. 

504 of 30.11.2013 

● Rules for Implementation of Radiation Surveillance No. 121 of 

05.02.2018 

● Code on Customs Regulation in Republic of Kazakhstan No. 

123-VI of 26.12.2017 

● Rules for Implementation of Transport Control by Officials of 

State Revenue Authorities at Eurasian Economic Union's 

Customs Border Crossing Points No. 230 of 19.02.2018 

● Procedures for Confirmation of Actual Departure of Goods from 

EAEU Territory by Customs Authorities of Member States No. 25 

of 07.02.2018 

Process participant(s) 

● Driver  

● Customs 

●  order guard service 

Input and criteria to 

enter/begin the business 

process 

● The track is loaded 

● Certificate of origin, transport documents and commercial 

documents are received or issued by the Exporter 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.9.1 Driver obtains a control card 

2.9.2 Driver undergoes through various types of control 

● radiation control of truck  

● weight and size control  

● verification of transport and transportation documents  

2.9.3 Specialist of the customs post checks all documents 

● Driving license  

● Certificate of vehicle registration  

● CMR note  

● Route sheet 

● Certificate of insurance 

● TIR carnet 

● International vehicle weight certificate 

2.9.4 Specialist of the customs post puts confirmation of the 

departure of goods to "Astana-1" 

2.9.5 Border guard services inspect truck  

2.9.6 Driver passes through passport control 

2.9.7 Driver submits a control card 

2.9.8 Vehicle crosses border 
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Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The truck crosses the Kazakhstan border 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 hour  

Source: prepared by the author 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.10 Transit through the territory of Russian Federation  

FIGURE 3.25 “TRANSIT THROUGH THE TERRITORY OF RUSSIAN FEDERATION” USE-CASE DIAGRAM” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

“Transit through the territory of Russian 

Federation” is a business process 

under the “ hip” process area. The 

use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.25, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

▪ - Driver  

▪ - Border guard service  

The Eurasian Economic Union eliminated customs formalities between Kazakhstan and 

Russian Federation. 

 

FIGURE 3.26 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.10 “TRANSIT THROUGH THE TERRITORY OF RUSSIAN FEDERATION” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.11 “TRANSIT THROUGH THE TERRITORY OF RUSSIAN FEDERATION” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road transportation) 

Name of the business 

process 
2.10 Transit through the territory of Russian Federation 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 
● Customs Code of EAEU 

Process participant(s) 
● Driver  

●  order guard service 

Input and criteria to 

enter/begin the business 

process 

● The truck leaves the territory of Kazakhstan 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.10.1 Driver enters the Russian Federation border check 

point.  

2.10.2 Driver undergoes various types of control 

● radiation control of truck  

● weight and size control  

● verification of transport and transportation documents  

2.10.3 Border guard services inspect the truck.  

2.10.4 Driver passes through passport control. 

2.10.5 Vehicle crosses the border. 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The truck crosses the Russian Federation border 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 hour 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.11 Cross Border Crossing to enter European Union (Latvia) 

FIGURE 3.27 “CROSS BORDER CROSSING TO ENTER EUROPEAN UNION (LATVIA)” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Cross border crossing to enter 

 uropean Union ( atvia)” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.27, shows that this core 

business process requires 

participation from: 

- Customs 

- Importer 

- Border crossing authorities  
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FIGURE 3.28 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.11 “CROSS BORDER CROSSING TO ENTER EUROPEAN UNION (LATVIA)” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.12 “CROSS BORDER CROSSING TO ENTER EUROPEAN UNION (LATVIA)” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail transportation) 

Name of business process  2.11 Cross border crossing to enter European Union (Latvia) 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 
● Union Customs Code 

Process participants  

● Customs 

● Importer  

●  order crossing authorities 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

● Goods are dispatched to  uropean Union border  

● Importer and exporter hold a full set of documents required for 

carriage of goods and customs formalities in European Union 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.11.1 Importer fills a customs declaration to be enclosed with a 

full set of required documents including:  

● Customs Import Declaration Form  

● Commercial invoice  

● Customs value declaration  

● Freight documents (transport Documentation): Bill of 

lading, FIATA bill of lading, road waybill (CMR), TIR Carnet, 

among others.  

● Packing List: The packing list (P/L) provides information on 

the imported items and the packaging details of each shipment, 

including weight, dimensions, handling issues, etc. 

2.11.2 Importer estimates customs fees and taxes 

2.11.3 Importer pays customs fees (0% - for Bars of stainless-

steel other (722220), Semi-finished products of iron or non-alloy 

steel containing 0.25 wt% or more of carbon (720720) and 2,2% - 

for Ferroalloys (720120) and taxes (20% VAT). 

2.11.4 A set of documents is submitted for further review by 

Border crossing authorities 

2.11.5 Border crossing authorities inspect transport and 

documents 

2.11.6 Customs Inspector checks all taxes based on goods value 

and transport costs, and reviews the documents.  

2.11.7 In case the documents are correct, goods cross the border. 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● Importer receives his goods  

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.12 Finalise Road Haulage 

FIGURE 3.29 “FINALISE ROAD HAULAGE” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Finalise Road haulage” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.29, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Exporter 

- Importer 

- Company providing road 

services 

 

To complete road haulage, the importer must certify freight acceptance by signing and 

stamping it, as well as indicating the vehicle's arrival and departure times in the CMR 

consignment note. 

 

After receiving confirmation of freight acceptance by the Importer, Exporter shall make full 

payment for road haulage. 

 

FIGURE 3.30 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.12 “FINALISE ROAD HAULAGE” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.13 “FINALISE ROAD HAULAGE” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road transportation) 

Name of the business 

process 
2.12 Finalise Road haulage 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 

● No. 409 (01.07.1999) Special Part of Civil Code of Republic of 

Kazakhstan 

● No. 546 (30.04.2015) Rules for Road Freight Transportation 

Process participant(s) 

●  xporter  

● Importer  

● Company providing road haulage services 

Input and criteria to 

enter/begin the business 

process 

●  xporter and Company providing road haulage services have 

signed contract 

● There are sufficient funds in the exporter's account to make full 

payment for the services of a road haulage 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.12.1 Company providing road haulage services delivers freight to 

Importer 

2.12.2 Importer certifies the acceptance of freight 

2.12.3 Exporter makes full payment for road haulage 

Costs and resources  
● Full payment fee in the amount of 50% of the contractual amount 

for the services of a road haulage 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  

● Importer received freight 

● Company providing road haulage services received full payment 

for his services 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 hour 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Rail transportation 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.1 Prepare for Rail Transportation 

FIGURE 3.31 “PREPARE FOR RAIL TRANSPORTATION” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Prepare for rail transportation” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. The 

use-case diagram, as shown in FIGURE 

3.31, shows that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter  

- Operator of wagons  

- Rail spur owner 

- Rail freight forwarder 

- KTZh freight transportation LLP 

In some cases, contracts with a rail freight forwarder, a wagon operator (container operator), and a 

rail spur owner may be required when organizing for rail transportation. 

 

If necessary, Exporter provides a copy of a legal entity's certificate of state registration, as well as a 

copy of a passport or identity card. Contracts can be completed in as little as three days. 

 

In addition, Exporter must open a single personal contract account with the rail carrier. A bank 

certificate confirming the existence of an account; copies of the certificate of state registration; the 

certificate of VAT registration; the taxpayer certificate; passports or identity cards; and original 

extracts from the General Classifier of Enterprises and Organizations are required. 

 

Exporter receives an offer contract for the organization of settlements on the single personal contract 

account within 1-3 days of reviewing the application and supporting documentation. The contract can 

be obtained online through the Automated Management System for "Contractual and Commercial 

Work," which requires a user account. 

 

When shipping by rail, Exporter must create and activate a single personal contract account. To 

activate the account, Exporter goes to the bank and deposits at least 20,000 KZT. The maximum 

amount could be equal to the estimated carriage charge. Following that, a monthly transportation 

request must be submitted via the Automated Management System for "Contractual and Commercial 

Work." A monthly request must be submitted at least 20 calendar days before the beginning of the 

month in which loading is planned. The request is priced at 4,000 KZT and is valid for up to 5 days. 
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FIGURE 3.32 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.1 “PREPARE FOR RAIL TRANSPORTATION” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.14 “PREPARE FOR RAIL TRANSPORTATION” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail transportation) 

Name of business process  2.1 Prepare for rail transportation 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Rules for Provision of Services by Wagon (Container) Operators 

No. 709 of 19.10.2012 

● Civil Code of Republic of Kazakhstan No. 268-XIII of 27.12.1994 

● Rules for Rail Freight Transportation No. 612 of 02.08.2019 

● Law of Republic of Kazakhstan on Natural Monopolies No. 204-VI 

of 27.12.2018 

● Rules for Formation of Tariffs No. 90 of 19.11.2019 

● Rules for Operations of Natural Monopolists No. 73 of 13.08.2019 

● Model Contracts Providing Regulated Services No. 58 of 

24.06.2019 

● Charter of KTZ Freight Transportation LLP No. 4 of 19.03.2020 

● Rules for Provision of Freight Forwarding Services No. 296-I of 

28.07.2004 

●  pecial Part of Civil Code of Republic of Kazakhstan  o. 409 of 

01.07.1999 

Process participants  

●  xporter  

● KT h Freight Transportation   P 

● Rail freight for arder (if necessary)  

● Operator of  agons (containers) (if necessary) 

● Rail spur o ner (if necessary) 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

●  xporter has to have contract  ith the Importer  

● The quantity of goods is sufficient to be loaded 

Procedures and associated 

documentary requirements 

to complete the process 

2.1.1 Exporter provides a copy of the certificate of state registration 

of a legal entity, as well as a copy of a passport or identity card to 

Rail freight forwarder, Operator of wagons (containers) and Rail 

spur owner in order to conclude contract 

2.1.2 Rail freight forwarder, Operator of wagons (containers) and 

Rail spur owner draft contract and send to Exporter to sign it 

2.1.3 Exporter signs contract 

2.1.4 Rail freight forwarder, Operator of wagons (containers) and 

Rail spur owner sign contract 

2.1.5 Exporter submits application to open a Single Personal 

Contract Account to KTZh-Freight Transportation LLP with the 

following documents: 

● a certificate from the bank on the existence of an account  

● copy of the certificate of state registration 

● copy of certificate of registration for VAT 

● copy of taxpayer certificate 

● copy of passports or identity cards 

● original extracts from the General Classifier of  nterprises and 

Organizations 

2.1.6 KTZh-Freight Transportation LLP considers of the application 

and documents 
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2.1.7 Exporter receives an offer contract for the organization of 

settlements on the Single Personal Contract Account 

2.1.8 Exporter deposits and activate the Single Personal Contract 

Account 

2.1.9 Exporter sends a monthly request for transportation 

Costs and resources  

● Minimum 20,000 K T for activation of  ingle Personal Contract 

Account 

● 4,000 K T for consideration of a monthly request for 

transportation 

● The standard cost to utilise rail freight forwarding services is 

defined by the market. Therefore, the exact rate in percentage and 

payment method are subject to negotiation between the trader and 

the potential rail freight forwarder. 

● The standard cost to operate a wagon (container) for one day is 

defined by the market and depends on the distance and type. 

Therefore, the exact fee and payment method are subject to 

negotiation between the trader and the potential wagon (container) 

operator. 

● The cost of passing through a rail spur in the competition-free 

district is adopted by the state authority in charge of monopoly 

regulation for each rail spur owner. Therefore, the trader shall 

request the information on the exact fee from the potential rail spur 

owner and clarify the payment method. 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  

● Contracts are concluded 

●  ingle Personal Contract Account is opened and activated 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

● Contracts can take up to 3 days to complete 

● KT h-Freight Transportation LLP prepares an offer contract for 

the organization of settlements on the Single Personal Contract 

Account in 1-3 days 

● The monthly request is considered up to 5 days and is subject to 

further approval by foreign railway administrations. Approval may 

take: 

- 3-5 hours in case of CIS countries, Georgia, Ukraine, Latvia, 

Lithuania and Estonia; 

- up to 1 month in case of other countries and use of foreign 

seaports. 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.2 Register for Currency Control (optional) 

FIGURE 3.33 “REGISTER FOR CURRENCY CONTROL” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Register for currency control” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. The 

use-case diagram, as shown in FIGURE 

3.33, shows that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter  

-  xporter’s bank 

The foreign trade contract(s) or invoice(s), equivalently estimated at over $50,000, are subject to the 

export-import currency control at the bank where the applicant is a regular customer. 

 

If the trader uses a foreign bank account, the currency control procedures are implemented by the 

National Bank's branches. 

 

FIGURE 3.34 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.2 “REGISTER FOR CURRENCY CONTROL” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.15 “REGISTER FOR CURRENCY CONTROL” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail transportation) 

Name of business process  2.2 Register for currency control 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Rules for Implementation of Export-Import Currency Control in 

Republic of Kazakhstan No. 42 of 30.03.2019 

Process participants  
●  xporter 

●  ank 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

●  xporter has to have a contract  ith the Importer 

●  xporter has online bank account 

Procedures and associated 

documentary requirements to 

complete the process 

2.2.1. Exporter applies for acceptance of foreign trade contract 

under export-import currency control (could be done online) 

2.2.2  xporter’s  ank revie s the trade contract  

2.2.3  xporter’s Bank provides the registration number  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 
●  xporter obtains registration number of foreign trade contract  

Average time required to 

complete this business process 
1 - 3 days 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.3 Obtain Certificate of Origin 

FIGURE 3.35 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Obtain a certificate of origin” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.35, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Exporter  

- National Chamber of 

Entrepreneurs “Atameken” 

 

To obtain a certificate of origin, the exporter must contact the National Chamber of 

 ntrepreneurs “Atameken” and conclude an appropriate contract. The next step is to apply 

for a certificate. Together with the application, a receipt of payment for the certificate, copies 

of a certificate of state registration, a foreign trade contract with an account number, an 

invoice for the supply with an account number, a contract for the sale of goods (for an exporter 

who is not a manufacturer of goods), as well as a brief description of the technological 

process of production. 

 

The term for obtaining a certificate is 1-3 days. 
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FIGURE 3.36 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.3 “OBTAIN CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.16 “OBTAIN CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail transportation) 

Name of business process  2.3 Obtain certificate of origin 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Law on National Chamber of Entrepreneurs of Republic of 

Kazakhstan No. 129-V of 04.07.2013 

● Rules for Determination of Country of Origin of Goods, Status 

of Eurasian Economic Union's or Foreign Goods, Issuance and 

Cancellation of Certificate of Origin of Goods and Adoption of Its 

Forms No. 454-NQ of 13.07.2021 

● List of Documents Conforming Origin of Goods No. 257 of 

08.07.2014 

●  C Regulation  o. 2454 93 

Process participants  
●  xporter 

●  ational Chamber of  ntrepreneurs “Atameken” 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

●  xporter has to have contract providing the service on 

issuance of the certificate of origin and the bill for payment for 

the certificate of origin 

Procedures and associated 

documentary requirements to 

complete the process 

2.3.1 Exporter submits request to obtain the certificate of origin 

2.3.2  ational Chamber of  ntrepreneurs “Atameken” sends 

contract and bill for payment 

2.3.3 Exporter pays for certificate of origin 

● Bill for payment  

● Passport or National ID Card  

2.3.4 Exporter applies for certificate of origin 

● Electronic digital signature 

● Certificate of proof of registration of legal person/Talon 

of notification of operating as individual entrepreneur/Passport 

or National ID Card 

● Registered foreign trade contract  

● Commercial invoice  

● Contract providing purchase and sale of product/Invoice 

(general)/Consignment note (general)  

● Brief description of technological process of production  

2.3.5 National Chamber of Entrepreneurs “Atameken” sends 

draft certificate of origin 

2.3.6 Exporter obtains Certificate of Origin Form A 

● Text of contract providing service on issuance of 

certificate of origin (2 original)  

● Stamp  

Costs and resources 

● 200 % of one monthly calculation index (for the exporter who 

has no debt in paying the fee for membership to the National 

Chamber of Entrepreneurs or whose total annual income does 

not exceed the amount equal to the 60,000-fold rate of the 

Monthly Calculation Index of preceding year). 
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● 400 % of one monthly calculation index (for the exporter who 

has debt in paying the fee for membership to the National 

Chamber of Entrepreneurs). 

Monthly Calculation Index rate for 2022 – 3 063 KZT 

● Company Administrative  taff. 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 
● The Certificate of Origin is received 

Average time required to 

complete this business process 
1 - 3 days 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.4 “Obtain Certificate of Conformity” 

FIGURE 3.37 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Obtain a certificate of conformity” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.37, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Exporter  

- Certification body  
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FIGURE 3.38 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.4 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.17 “OBTAIN CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area  2. Ship (Rail transportation) 

Name of the business process 2.4 Obtain certificate of conformity 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 
●  U Directives and  tandards 

Process participant(s) 
●  xporter  

● Certification body 

Input and criteria to enter/begin 

the business process 

●  xporter has to have contract providing the service on 

issuance of the certificate of conformity and the bill for payment 

for the certificate of conformity 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.4.1 Exporter submits request to obtain the certificate of 

conformity 

2.4.2 Certification body sends contract and bill for payment 

2.4.3 Exporter pays for certificate of conformity 

● Bill for payment  

● Passport or National ID Card  

2.4.4 Exporter applies for certificate of conformity with 

documents 

● Certificate of proof of registration of legal person/Talon 

of notification of operating as individual entrepreneur 

● Registered foreign trade contract 

● Passport or National ID Card  

● Commercial invoice 

● Description of technological process of production 

2.4.5 Certification body checks documents 

2.4.6 Certification body conducts product tests  

2.4.7 Based on the test results, the Certification body filles out 

the Certificate of conformity  

● 2.4.8 Exporter obtains the Certificate of conformity 

Costs and resources The cost depends on Certification body and types of tests 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 
● Certificate of conformity is received 

Average time required to 

complete this business process 
5 days 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.5 Arrange Freight Loading 

FIGURE 3.39 “ARRANGE FREIGHT LOADING” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Arrange freight loading” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.39, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Exporter  

- KTZh Freight Transportation LLP 

For the loading of wagons, the Exporter receives the wagons in accordance with the 

notification of wagon arrival time from the KTZh Freight Transportation LLP. After the wagons 

are loaded, the relevant data is entered into the draft rail consignment note. 

 

FIGURE 3.40 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.5 “ARRANGE FREIGHT LOADING” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.18 “ARRANGE FREIGHT LOADING” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail transportation) 

Name of business process  2.5 Arrange freight loading 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Law of Republic of Kazakhstan on Rail Transport No. 266 of 

08.12.2001 

● Rules for Rail Freight Transportation No. 612 of 02.08.2019 

● Technical Conditions of Organisation for Cooperation 

between Railways on Stowage and Fastening of Freight of 

01.07.2021 

Process participants  
●  xporter  

● KT h Freight Transportation   P 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 
● The quantity of goods is sufficient to be loaded 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.5.1 KTZh Freight Transportation LLP sends notification of 

wagon arrival time to Exporter 

2.5.2 Exporter obtains wagons to loading 

2.5.3 Exporter loads the wagons 

2.5.4 KTZh Freight Transportation LLP enters data into a draft 

rail consignment note 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  

●  xporter receives  agons and loads them. After loading, an 

appropriate record is made in rail consignment note. 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

● 1 day 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.6 Obtain Export Customs Declaration for Goods 

FIGURE 3.41 “OBTAIN EXPORT CUSTOMS DECLARATION FOR GOODS” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

“Obtain export customs declaration for 

goods” is a business process under the 

“ hip” process area. The use-case 

diagram, as shown in FIGURE 3.41, 

shows that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter  

- Automated System of Customs and 

Tax Administration 

 

Before sending the goods, it is necessary to pay customs fees (20,000 tenge per declaration) 

and receive a customs declaration. To obtain it, the exporter uses the Automated System of 

Customs and Tax Administration (Astana-1). In this system, the goods declaration form is 

filled in, the number of the railway consignment note is indicated, and copies of the foreign 

trade contract with the account number, receipts for payment of customs fees, and a 

certificate of origin are attached. 

 

FIGURE 3.42 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.6 “OBTAIN AN EXPORT CUSTOMS DECLARATION FOR GOODS” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.19 “OBTAIN AN EXPORT CUSTOMS DECLARATION” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail transportation) 

Name of business process  2.6 Obtain an export customs declaration 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Code on Customs Regulation in Republic of Kazakhstan No. 

123-VI of 26.12.2017 

● Rates of Customs Fees Levied by State Revenue Bodies No. 

171 of 05.04.2018 

● Instructions on Filling out Customs Declarations and Forms of 

Customs Declarations No. 257 of 20.05.2010 

● Procedures for Implementation of Amendments (Additions) to 

Information in Customs Declaration No. 289 of 10.12.2013 

Process participants  
●  xporter  

● Automated  ystem of Customs and Tax Administration 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

● Goods are (or being) loaded into a rail car  

● Transport documents and commercial documents are received 

or issued by the Exporter 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.6.1 Exporter pays customs fees (could be done online) 

2.6.2 Exporter submits goods declaration with indication of 

number of the CMR consignment note, attachment of and copies 

of the foreign trade contract with the account number, receipts for 

payment for customs fees, vehicle registration document 

(technical passport) and certificate of origin (could be done online) 

2.6.3 Automated System of Customs and Tax Administration 

processes submitted information and issues a goods declaration  

2.6.4 Exporter obtains released goods declaration (could be done 

online) 

Costs and resources  
● 20,000 K T per declaration.  

● Company Administrative  taff, shared use or a Customs broker  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The  xport customs declaration is issued and obtained 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.7 Dispatch Freight 

FIGURE 3.43 “DISPATCH FREIGHT” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Dispatch freight” is a business process 

under the “ hip” process area. It is necessary 

to conclude a contract for rail transportation. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in FIGURE 

3.43, shows that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter  

- KTZh freight transportation LLP 

 

FIGURE 3.44 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.6 “DISPATCH FREIGHT” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.20 “DISPATCH FREIGHT BY RAILWAY” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail transportation) 

Name of business process  2.7 Dispatch freight by railway 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● No. 266 (08.12.2001) Law of Republic of Kazakhstan on Rail 

Transport 

●  o. 612 (02.08.2019) Rules for Rail Freight Transportation 

Process participants  
●  xporter  

● KT h Freight Transportation   P 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 
● The  agons are loaded 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.7.1 Exporter receives draft contract from the KTZh Freight 

Transportation LLP 

2.7.2 Exporter signs the Contract and sends it to the KTZh Freight 

Transportation LLP with: 

●  etter of attorney (for the representative)  

● Rail consignment note  

● Registered goods declaration  

● Certificate of origin  

● Commercial invoice (If necessary)  

2.7.3 KTZh Freight Transportation LLP signs the Contract 

2.7.4 Exporter pays for rail transportation 

2.7.5 KTZh Freight Transportation LLP issues duplicate of rail 

consignment note with date stamp 

2.7.6 Exporter hands over wagons for dispatch 

Costs and resources  

●  stimated average amount of carriage fee is 500,000 tenge per 

wagon 

● The amount of carriage fee shall be fully available on the single 

contract account. 

● The final payment of the carriage fee is settled upon arrival of 

the freight at the destination. 

● Company Administrative  taff, shared use  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The  agons are dispatched to the country of destination 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.8 Cross the Kazakhstan Border 

FIGURE 3.45 “CROSS THE KAZAKHSTAN BORDER” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Cross the Kazakhstan border” is a 

business process under the “ hip” process 

area. The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.45, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Exporter  

- Customs 

- Train foreman 

- Border guard service 

- Operator of wagons 
 

Upon the arrival of the train at the railway checkpoint, the specialist of the customs posts puts 

confirmation of the departure of goods from the customs territory into the automated system 

of customs and tax administration "Astana-1" and transfers the transportation and shipping 

documents to the train foreman. 

 

FIGURE 3.46 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.8 “CROSS THE KAZAKHSTAN BORDER” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.21 “CROSS THE KAZAKHSTAN BORDER” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail transportation) 

Name of business process  2.8 Crossing the Kazakhstan border 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Model Scheme of Movement of Humans, Vehicles, Freight and 

Goods through Border Crossing Points by Road Transport No. 

504 of 30.11.2013 

● Code on Customs Regulation in the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 

123-VI of 26.12.2017 

● Procedures for Confirmation of Actual Departure of Goods from 

EAEU Territory by Customs Authorities of Member States No. 25 

of 07.02.2018 

Process participants  
● Customs 

● Train foreman 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

● Goods are loaded into a rail car  

● Certificate of origin, transport documents and commercial 

documents are received or issued by the Exporter 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.8.1 Specialist of the customs post puts confirmation of the 

departure of goods to "Astana-1" 

2.8.2 Specialist of the customs transfers to the train foreman with 

the following documents: 

● Rail consignment note  

● Packing list  

● Certificate of origin  

● Commercial invoice  

2.8.3 The train crosses the border. 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The train crosses the Kazakhstan border. 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 hour  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.9 Transit through the territory of Russian Federation 

FIGURE 3.47 “TRANSIT THROUGH THE TERRITORY OF RUSSIAN FEDERATION” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Transit through the territory of 

Russian Federation” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process 

area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.47, shows that 

this core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Exporter 

- KTZh freight transportation 

LLP  

- Russian Federation Railways  
 

The Eurasian Economic Union eliminated customs formalities between Kazakhstan and 

Russian Federation. Wagons are normally checked by Russian Federation Railways and 

border-crossing administrations without additional burdens to trans-border procedures. 

 

FIGURE 3.48 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.9 “TRANSIT THROUGH THE TERRITORY OF RUSSIAN FEDERATION” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.22 “TRANSIT THROUGH THE TERRITORY OF RUSSIAN FEDERATION” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail transportation) 

Name of the business 

process 
2.9 Transit through the territory of Russian Federation 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 

● Customs Code of EAEU 

● Agreement on International Cargo Transportations (AICT) 

(Multilateral Agreement between national rail administrations of 

27 countries, effectivefrom1 November 1951  

● Regulations of Cargo Transportation by Rail № 682 dated 

21.06.2011 

Process participant(s) 

●  xporter  

● KT h freight transportation   P 

● Russian Federation Rail ays 

Input and criteria to 

enter/begin the business 

process 

● The truck leaves the territory of Kazakhstan 

●  xporter pays for carriage through Russian Federation 

territory  

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.9.1. KTZh freight transportation LLP dispatches a wagon, 

completes the handover form for the whole train and submits it 

to Russian Federation Railways.  

2.9.2. Russian Federation Railways checks the following:  

● Operational conditions of  agons  

●  eals on all  agons and other goods safety requirements  

● Documents associated  ith border crossing formalities 

between Russian Federation and Latvia, payment for carriage of 

goods through Russian Federation territory.  

2.9.3. In case of wagon delay at the Russian Federation border 

the Russian Federation Railways informs KTZh freight 

transportation LLP if the wagon was detained on the route 

(which happens very rare), the Russian Federation railway shall 

inform the Russian Federation freight forwarders that have 

separate agreement with Kazakh cargo shipper.  

2.9.4. KTZh freight transportation LLP notifies the consigner with 

regards to reasons for wagon delays on the Russian Federation 

Border  

2.9.5. Exporter (consigner) eliminates possible shortcomings 

and covers downtime fees in case of an excess of existing time 

limits  

2.9.6. In case all documents and formalities are correct, the 

wagon is allowed to enter Russian Federation territory.  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  

● KT h freight transportation   P transferred a  agon to 

Russian Federation railway  

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.10 Cross Border Crossing to enter European Union (Latvia) 

FIGURE 3.49 “CROSS BORDER CROSSING TO ENTER EUROPEAN UNION (LATVIA)” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Cross border crossing to enter 

 uropean Union ( atvia)” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.49, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Customs 

- Importer  

- Border crossing authorities  
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FIGURE 3.50 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.10 “CROSS BORDER CROSSING TO ENTER EUROPEAN UNION (LATVIA)” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.23 “CROSS BORDER CROSSING TO ENTER EUROPEAN UNION (LATVIA)” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail transportation) 

Name of business process  2.10 Cross border crossing to enter European Union (Latvia) 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 
● Union Customs Code 

Process participants  

● Customs 

● Importer  

●  order crossing authorities 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

● Goods are dispatched to  uropean Union border  

● Importer and  xporter hold a full set of documents required for 

carriage of goods and customs formalities in European Union 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.10.1 Importer fills a customs declaration to be enclosed with a 

full set of required documents including:  

● Customs Import Declaration Form  

● Commercial invoice  

● Customs value declaration  

● Freight documents (transport Documentation): Bill of 

lading, FIATA bill of lading, rail waybill (CIM), among others.  

● Packing List: The packing list (P/L) provides information on 

the imported items and the packaging details of each shipment, 

including weight, dimensions, handling issues, etc. 

2.10.2 Importer estimates customs fees and taxes 

2.10.3 Importer pays customs fees (0% - for Bars of stainless-

steel other (722220), Semi-finished products of iron or non-alloy 

steel containing 0.25 wt% or more of carbon (720720) and 2,2% - 

for Ferroalloys (720120) and taxes (20% VAT). 

2.10.4 A set of documents is submitted for further review by 

Border crossing authorities 

2.10.5 Border crossing authorities inspect transport and 

documents 

2.10.6 Customs Inspector checks all taxes based on goods value 

and transport costs, and reviews the documents.  

2.10.7 In case the documents are correct, goods cross the border. 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● Importer receives his goods  

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Multimodal transportation – Road and sea transportation  

 

Core Business Process Area 2.1 Prepare Commercial Documents 

FIGURE 3.51 “PREPARE COMMERCIAL DOCUMENTS” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

“Prepare commercial documents” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.51, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Exporter  

- Seaport Quryk 

- Company providing road haulage 

services 
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FIGURE 3.52 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.1 “PREPARE COMMERCIAL DOCUMENTS” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.24 “PREPARE COMMERCIAL DOCUMENTS” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of business process 2.1 Prepare commercial documents 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Special Part of Civil Code of Republic of Kazakhstan No. 409 

of 01.07.1999 

● Rules for Road Freight Transportation No. 546 of 30.04.2015 

● List of Documents Conforming Origin of Goods No. 257 of 

08.07.2014 

● General Part of Civil Code of Republic of Kazakhstan No. 

268-XIII of 27.12.1994 

Process participants 

●  xporter 

● Company providing road haulage services 

●  eaport  uryk  

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 
●  xporter has to have the contract  ith the Importer. 

Procedures and associated 

documentary requirements to 

complete the process 

2.1.1 Exporter receives draft contract from the Company 

providing road haulage services (could be done online) 

2.1.2 Exporter signs the Contract and sends it to Company 

providing road haulage services with the copy of Passport or 

National ID, in addition, if required, Certificate of proof of 

registration of legal person (original) or Talon of notification of 

operating as individual entrepreneur (original) 

2.1.3 Company providing road haulage services signs the 

Contract 

2.1.4 Exporter sends letter of request to Seaport Quryk with 

following documents: 

● Copy charter of organization 

● Certificate of state registration  

● Passport or identity card  

● Copy order on authority of head of organisation 

2.1.5 Seaport drafts Contract 

2.1.6 Exporter signs the Contract 

2.1.7 Seaport signs the Contract 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 

●  xporter and Company providing road haulage services 

signed contract 

●  xporter and  eaport  uryk signed contract 

Average time required to 

complete this business process 
1 - 3 days 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.2 Register for Currency Control (optional) 

FIGURE 3.53 “REGISTER FOR CURRENCY CONTROL” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Register for currency control” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.53, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Exporter  

-  xporter’s bank 

 

The foreign trade contract(s) or invoice(s), equivalently estimated at over $50,000, are 

subject to the export-import currency control at the bank where the applicant is a regular 

customer. 

 

If the trader uses a foreign bank account, the currency control procedures are implemented 

by the National Bank's branches. 

 

FIGURE 3.54 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.2 “REGISTER FOR CURRENCY CONTROL” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.25 “REGISTER FOR CURRENCY CONTROL” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of business process 2.2 Register for currency control 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Rules for Implementation of Export-Import Currency Control in 

Republic of Kazakhstan No. 42 of 30.03.2019 

Process participants 
●  xporter 

●  ank 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

●  xporter has to have contract  ith the Importer 

●  xporter has online bank account 

Procedures and associated 

documentary requirements to 

complete the process 

2.2.1. Exporter applies for acceptance of foreign trade contract 

under export-import currency control (could be done online) 

2.2.2  xporter’s  ank revie s the trade contract  

2.2.3  xporter’s Bank provides with the registration number  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 
●  xporter obtains registration number of foreign trade contract  

Average time required to 

complete this business process 
1 - 3 days 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.3 Obtain Certificate of Origin 

FIGURE 3.55 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Obtain a certificate of origin” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, 

as shown in FIGURE 3.55, shows that 

this core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Exporter  

- National Chamber of 

 ntrepreneurs “Atameken” 

To obtain a certificate of origin, the exporter must contact the National Chamber of 

 ntrepreneurs “Atameken” and conclude an appropriate contract. The next step is to apply 

for a certificate. Together with the application, a receipt of payment for the certificate, copies 

of a certificate of state registration, a foreign trade contract with an account number, an 

invoice for the supply with an account number, a contract for the sale of goods (for an exporter 

who is not a manufacturer of goods), as well as a brief description of the technological 

process of production 

 

The term for obtaining a certificate is 1-3 days. 
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FIGURE 3.56 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.3 “OBTAIN CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN” 

 

Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.26 “OBTAIN CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of business process 2.3 Obtain certificate of origin 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Law on National Chamber of Entrepreneurs of Republic of 

Kazakhstan No. 129-V of 04.07.2013 

● Rules for Determination of Country of Origin of Goods, Status 

of Eurasian Economic Union's or Foreign Goods, Issuance and 

Cancellation of Certificate of Origin of Goods and Adoption of Its 

Forms No. 454-NQ of 13.07.2021 

● List of Documents Conforming Origin of Goods No. 257 of 

08.07.2014 

●  C Regulation  o. 2454 93 

Process participants 
●  xporter 

●  ational Chamber of  ntrepreneurs “Atameken” 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

●  xporter has to have contract providing the service on 

issuance of the certificate of origin and the bill for payment for 

the certificate of origin 

Procedures and associated 

documentary requirements to 

complete the process 

2.3.1 Exporter submits request to obtain the certificate of origin 

2.3.2  ational Chamber of  ntrepreneurs “Atameken” sends 

contract and bill for payment 

2.3.3 Exporter pays for certificate of origin 

● Bill for payment  

● Passport or National ID Card  

2.3.4 Exporter applies for certificate of origin 

● Electronic digital signature 

● Certificate of proof of registration of legal person/Talon 

of notification of operating as individual entrepreneur/Passport 

or National ID Card 

● Registered foreign trade contract  

● Commercial invoice  

● Contract providing purchase and sale of product/Invoice 

(general)/Consignment note (general)  

● Brief description of technological process of production  

2.3.5  ational Chamber of  ntrepreneurs “Atameken” sends 

draft certificate of origin 

2.3.6 Exporter obtains Certificate of Origin Form A 

● Text of contract providing service on issuance of 

certificate of origin (2 original)  

● Stamp  

●  

Costs and resources 
● 200 % of one monthly calculation index (for the exporter who 

has no debt in paying the fee for membership to the National 

Chamber of Entrepreneurs or whose total annual income does 
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not exceed the amount equal to the 60,000-fold rate of the 

Monthly Calculation Index of preceding year). 

● 400 % of one monthly calculation index (for the exporter who 

has debt in paying the fee for membership to the National 

Chamber of Entrepreneurs). 

Monthly Calculation Index rate for 2022 – 3 063 KZT 

● Company Administrative Staff. 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 
● The Certificate of Origin is received 

Average time required to 

complete this business process 
1 - 3 days 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.4 “Obtain Certificate of Conformity” 

FIGURE 3.57 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Obtain a certificate of conformity” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.57, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Exporter  

- Certification body  
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FIGURE 3.58 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.4 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.27 “OBTAIN CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area  2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of the business process 2.4 Obtain certificate of conformity 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 
●  U Directives and  tandards 

Process participant(s) 
●  xporter  

● Certification body 

Input and criteria to enter/begin 

the business process 

●  xporter has to have contract providing the service on 

issuance of the certificate of conformity and the bill for payment 

for the certificate of conformity 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.4.1 Exporter submits request to obtain the certificate of 

conformity 

2.4.2 Certification body sends contract and bill for payment 

2.4.3 Exporter pays for certificate of conformity 

● Bill for payment  

● Passport or National ID Card  

2.4.4 Exporter applies for certificate of conformity with 

documents: 

● Certificate of proof of registration of legal person/Talon 

of notification of operating as individual entrepreneur 

● Registered foreign trade contract 

● Passport or National ID Card  

● Commercial invoice 

● Description of technological process of production 

2.4.5 Certification body checks documents 

2.4.6 Certification body conducts product tests  

2.4.7 Based on the test results the Certification body filles out 

the Certificate of conformity  

2.4.8 Exporter obtains the Certificate of conformity 

●  

Costs and resources Cost depends on the Certification body and types of tests 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 
● Certificate of conformity is received 

Average time required to 

complete this business process 
5 days 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.5 Prepare for Road Haulage 

FIGURE 3.59 “PREPARE FOR ROAD HAULAGE” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Prepare for Road haulage” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.59, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Exporter  

- Company providing road haulage 

services 
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FIGURE 3.60 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.5 “PREPARE FOR ROAD HAULAGE” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.28 “PREPARE FOR ROAD HAULAGE” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.5 Prepare for Road haulage 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● No. 409 (01.07.1999) Special Part of Civil Code of Republic of 

Kazakhstan 

● No. 546 (30.04.2015) Rules for Road Freight Transportation 

Process participants  
●  xporter  

● Company providing road haulage services 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

●  xporter and Company providing road haulage services have 

signed contract 

● The quantity of goods is sufficient to be loaded 

● There are sufficient funds in the exporter's account for advance 

pay for the services of a road haulage 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.5.1 Exporter submits road haulage order to a Company 

providing road haulage services, accompanying with copy of 

contract providing road haulage services 

2.5.2 Company providing road haulage services reviews the road 

haulage order 

2.5.3 Exporter receives CMR note, road consignment notes and 

bill for payment for road haulage 

2.5.4 Exporter makes partial payment for road haulage 

2.5.5 Exporter prepares freight for loading 

2.5.6 Company providing road haulage services prepares the truck 

for loading and following documents: truck waybill of lading, 

international road transport book (Carnet TIR), permit for entry, 

exit or transit of truck on the territory of Kazakhstan, International 

weight certificate 

2.5.7 Exporter loads the truck 

2.5.8 Exporter and Company providing road haulage services 

weight freight and enter data into an international weight certificate 

Costs and resources  
● Advance fee in the amount of 50% of the contractual amount for 

the services of a road haulage 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  

● International  aybill (CMR) is obtained 

● Truck  aybill is received  

● International road transport book (Carnet TIR) is received 

● Permit for entry, exit or transit of truck on the territory of 

Kazakhstan is received 

● International  eight certificate is received 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

Up to 10 days 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.6 Obtain an Export Customs Declaration for Goods 

FIGURE 3.61 “OBTAIN AN EXPORT CUSTOMS DECLARATION FOR GOODS” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Obtain an export customs declaration for 

goods” is a business process under the 

“ hip” process area. The use-case 

diagram, as shown in FIGURE 3.61, 

shows that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter  

- Automated System of Customs and 

Tax Administration 
 

Before sending the goods, it is necessary to pay customs fees (20,000 tenge per declaration) 

and receive a customs declaration. To obtain it, the exporter uses the Automated System of 

Customs and Tax Administration (Astana-1). In this system, the goods declaration form is 

filled in, the number of the CMR consignment note is indicated, and copies of the foreign 

trade contract with the account number, receipts for payment for customs fees, a vehicle 

registration document (a technical passport), and a certificate of origin are attached. 

 

FIGURE 3.62 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.6 “OBTAIN AN EXPORT CUSTOMS DECLARATION FOR GOODS” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.29 “OBTAIN AN EXPORT CUSTOMS DECLARATION” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.6 Obtain an export customs declaration 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Code on Customs Regulation in Republic of Kazakhstan No. 123-

VI of 26.12.2017 

● Rates of Customs Fees Levied by State Revenue Bodies No. 171 

of 05.04.2018 

● Instructions on Filling out Customs Declarations and Forms of 

Customs Declarations No. 257 of 20.05.2010 

● Procedures for Implementation of Amendments (Additions) to 

Information in Customs Declaration No. 289 of 10.12.2013 

Process participants  
●  xporter  

● Automated  ystem of Customs and Tax Administration 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

● Goods are (or being) loaded into a truck  

● Transport documents and commercial documents are received or 

issued by the Exporter 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.6.1 Exporter pays customs fees (could be done online) 

2.6.2 Exporter submits goods declaration with indication of number 

of the CMR consignment note, attachment of and copies of the 

foreign trade contract with the account number, receipts for 

payment for customs fees, vehicle registration document (technical 

passport) and certificate of origin (could be done online) 

2.6.3 Automated System of Customs and Tax Administration 

processes submitted information and issues a goods declaration  

2.6.4 Exporter obtains released goods declaration (could be done 

online) 

Costs and resources  
● 20 000 KZT per declaration.  

● Company Administrative  taff, shared use or a Customs broker  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The  xport customs declaration is issued and obtained 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.7 Dispatch Freight 

FIGURE 3.63 “DISPATCH FREIGHT” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Dispatch freight” is a business process 

under the “ hip” process area. The use-

case diagram, as shown in FIGURE 

3.63, shows that this core business 

process requires participation from: 

- Exporter  

- Driver 
 

 

To dispatch freight to the country of destination by road, the driver must obtain all the 

necessary documents. 

 

FIGURE 3.64 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.7 “DISPATCH FREIGHT” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.30 “DISPATCH FREIGHT” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.7 Dispatch freight  

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 
● Rules for Road Freight Transportation No. 546 of 30.04.2015 

Process participants  
●  xporter  

● Driver 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 
● The truck is loaded 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.7.1 Exporter hands over all necessary documents to a truck 

driver 

● Registered export goods declaration  

● CMR note  

● Commercial invoice  

● Certificate of origin  

● TIR carnet  

● International vehicle weight certificate  

2.7.2 Driver receives all documents 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The truck is dispatched to the country of destination 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.8 Undertake Transport Control  

FIGURE 3.65 “UNDERTAKE TRANSPORT CONTROL” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Undertake transport control” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.65, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Driver 

- Road transport control inspection 
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FIGURE 3.66 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.8 “UNDERTAKE TRANSPORT CONTROL” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.31 “UNDERTAKE TRANSPORT CONTROL” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.8 Undertake transport control 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Rules for Organisation of Operation of Transport Control 

Checkpoints on Territory of Republic of Kazakhstan No. 362 of 

13.08.2010 

● Rules for Organisation of Work and Rest of Drivers as well as 

Application of Tachograph No. 1288 of 31.12.2015 

● Rules for Organisation and Implementation of Haulage of 

Oversize and Heavy Load on Territory of Republic of 

Kazakhstan No. 206 of 27.02.2015 

Process participants  
● Driver  

● Road transport control inspection  

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 
● The truck is loaded 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.8.1 Driver undertakes vehicle parameter control  

2.8.2 Road transport control inspector fills out an Act of 

weighing 

2.8.3 Driver undertakes transport document control. The driver 

has to have the following documents:   

● CMR note  

● Driving license  

● Certificate of vehicle registration  

● Tachograph  

● Certificate of periodic inspection of tachograph  

● Certificate of verification of tachograph 

● TIR carnet  

● International weight certificate 

2.8.4 Road transport control inspector fills out an Act of 

inspection results 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The truck is dispatched to the country of destination 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 hour 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.9 Cross the Kazakhstan Border 

FIGURE 3.67 “CROSS THE KAZAKHSTAN BORDER” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

“Cross the Kazakhstan border” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. The 

use-case diagram, as shown in FIGURE 

3.67, shows that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter 

- Customs 

- Seaport Quryk 

- Border guard service 

- Captain of the vessel or his assistant 

 

To cross the border, the driver needs to obtain a calculation of the costs of seaport services 

and then make the payment. After that, the driver submits documents to the seaport to 

register for the loading queue for the vessel. 

 

After receiving the number of queues, the driver submits documents to the inspector of the 

customs post to obtain confirmation of the goods' departure from customs territory. 

 

After putting into the Automated System of Customs and Tax Administration "Astana-1" 

confirmation of the departure of goods from the customs territory, the captain of the vessel 

or his assistant is given a bill of lading. 
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FIGURE 3.68 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.9 “CROSS THE KAZAKHSTAN BORDER” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.32 “CROSS THE KAZAKHSTAN BORDER” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.9 Cross the Kazakhstan border  

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Rules for Application of Prices (Tariffs) for Mandatory Seaport 

Services No. 602 of 01.08.2019 

● Order on Adoption of Prices on  ervices at   P  uryk Port  o. 

52-OD of 04.03.2022 

●  pecial Part of Civil Code of Republic of Kazakhstan  o. 409 of 

01.07.1999 

● Rules for Keeping Track and Admission to  uryk Port 

● Rules for Sea Cargo Shipment No. 542 of 30.04.2015 

● Code on Customs Regulation in Republic of Kazakhstan No. 

123-VI of 26.12.2017 

● Procedures for Confirmation of Actual Departure of Goods from 

EAEU Territory by Customs Authorities of Member States No. 25 

of 07.02.2018 

Process participants  

● Driver  

● Customs 

● Captain of the vessel or his assistant 

●  eaport  uryk 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

● Certificate of origin, transport documents and commercial 

documents are received or issued by the Exporter 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.9.1 Driver applies for calculation of costs of seaport services with 

providing CMR note 

2.9.2 Seaport Quryk provides calculation of cost of seaport 

services 

2.9.3 Driver pays for seaport services 

2.9.4 Driver submits documents to the seaport for register for 

queue for loading onto the vessel: 

● CMR note  

● Commercial invoice 

● Passport or  ational ID 

● Certificate of vehicle registration 

● TIR carnet 

2.9.5 Seaport Quryk provides with queue number 

2.9.6 Driver submits documents to the inspector of the customs 

post: 

● CMR note  

● Certificate of vehicle registration 

● TIR carnet 

2.9.7 Inspector of the customs post puts confirmation of the 

departure of goods to "Astana-1" 

2.9.8 Inspector of the customs post transfers bill of lading to ship 

captain 

2.9.9 Cross border 
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Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The vessel leaves the Kazakhstan territory 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 hour  

Source: prepared by the author 

 

It is not necessary to coordinate the railroad during transit when transporting goods. A month 

in advance, the shipper applies to his railroad administration for a cargo transportation plan. 

The railway administration of the Republic of Kazakhstan requests agreement from the 

railway administrations of neighbouring countries (China, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and the 

Russian Federation). When transporting by rail in transit territories, no special permits are 

required, and the list of shipping documents is standard. The only thing that could happen is 

a ban or quota from Kazakhstan's authorized body (the Ministry of Infrastructure 

Development Industry of the Republic of Kazakhstan) for scrap export. Currently, the export 

of ferrous metal scrap from Kazakhstani territory is prohibited. 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.10 Transit through Alyat Sea Port 

FIGURE 3.69 “TRANSIT THROUGH ALYAT SEA PORT” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

▪ “Transit through Alyat sea port” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, 

as shown in FIGURE 3.69, shows that 

this core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Customs 

- Alyat seaport  

- Driver 

- Border crossing authorities  

- Captain of the vessel or his 

assistant 
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FIGURE 3.70 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.10 “TRANSIT THROUGH ALYAT SEAPORT” 

 

Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.33 “TRANSIT THROUGH ALYAT SEA PORT” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.10 Transit through Alyat sea port 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 
● Customs Code of Azerbaijan 

Process participants  

● Customs 

● Alyat seaport  

● Driver 

● Border crossing authorities 

● Captain of the vessel or his assistant 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 
● Goods have left the Kazakhstan territory 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.10.1 Alyat Seaport provides with a bill for payment  

2.10.2. Driver pays for seaport services 

2.10.3 Driver submits transit customs declaration to be enclosed 

with a set of required documents including:  

● Commercial invoice  

● Driving license  

● Certificate of vehicle registration  

● CMR note  

● Route sheet 

● TIR carnet 

● International vehicle weight certificate.  

2.10.4 Border crossing authorities inspect a transport  

2.10.5 Driver passes through passport control  

2.10.6 Inspector of the customs post transfers to captain of the 

vessel or his assistant following documents 

● CMR note  

● Commercial invoice 

2.10.7 Crosses border  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The vessel leaves the Azerbaijan territory 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.11 Transit through Poti Sea Port 

FIGURE 3.71 “TRANSIT THROUGH POTI SEA PORT” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

▪ “Transit through Poti  eaport” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.71, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Customs 

- Poti seaport  

- Driver 

- Border crossing authorities  

- Captain of the vessel or his 

assistant 
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FIGURE 3.72 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.11 “TRANSIT THROUGH POTI SEAPORT” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.34 “TRANSIT THROUGH POTI SEA PORT” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.11 Transit through Poti Sea port 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 
● Customs Code of Georgia 

Process participants  

● Customs 

● Poti seaport  

● Driver 

●  order crossing authorities 

● Captain of the vessel or his assistant 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 
● Goods have passed the customs border of Azerbaijan 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.11.1 Poti Seaport provides with bill for payment  

2.11.2. Driver pays for seaport services 

2.11.3 Driver submits transit customs declaration to be enclosed 

with a set of required documents including:  

● Commercial invoice  

● Driving license  

● Certificate of vehicle registration  

● CMR note  

● Route sheet 

● TIR carnet 

● International vehicle weight certificate.  

2.11.4 Border crossing authorities inspect a transport  

2.11.5 Driver passes through passport control  

2.11.6 Inspector of the customs post transfers to captain of the 

vessel or his assistant following documents 

● CMR note  

● Commercial invoice 

2.11.7 Crosses border  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The vessel leaves the Georgian territory 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.12 Cross Border Crossing to enter European Union (France) 

FIGURE 3.73 “CROSS BORDER CROSSING TO ENTER EUROPEAN UNION (FRANCE)” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

“Cross border crossing to enter 

 uropean Union (France)” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.73, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Customs 

- Importer  

- Border crossing authorities  
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FIGURE 3.74 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.12 “CROSS BORDER CROSSING TO ENTER EUROPEAN UNION (FRANCE)” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.35 “CROSS BORDER CROSSING TO ENTER EUROPEAN UNION (FRANCE)” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.12 Cross border crossing to enter European Union (France) 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 
● Union Customs Code 

Process participants  

● Customs 

● Importer  

●  order crossing authorities 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

● Goods are dispatched to  uropean Union border  

● Importer and  xporter hold a full set of documents required 

for carriage of goods and customs formalities in European 

Union 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.12.1 Importer fills a customs declaration to be enclosed with a 

full set of required documents including (could be done online):  

● Customs Import Declaration Form  

● Commercial invoice  

● Customs value declaration  

● Freight documents (transport Documentation): Bill of 

landing, FIATA bill of landing, road waybill (CMR), TIR Carnet, 

among others.  

● Packing List: The packing list (P/L) provides information 

on the imported items and the packaging details of each 

shipment, including weight, dimensions, handling issues, etc. 

2.12.2 Importer estimates customs fees and taxes 

2.12.3 Importer pays customs fees (0% - for Bars of stainless-

steel other (722220), Semi-finished products of iron or non-

alloy steel containing 0.25 wt% or more of carbon (720720) and 

2,2% - for Ferroalloys (720120) and taxes (20% VAT). 

2.12.4 A set of documents is submitted for further review by 

Border crossing authorities 

2.12.5 Border crossing authorities inspect transport and 

documents 

2.12.6 Customs Inspector checks all taxes based on goods 

value and transport costs, reviews the documents.  

2.12.7 In case the documents are correct, goods cross the 

border. 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● Importer receives his goods  

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.13 Finalise Road Haulage 

FIGURE 3.75 “FINALISE ROAD HAULAGE” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Finalise Road haulage” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.75, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Exporter 

- Importer  

- Company providing road 

haulage services 
 

In order to finalize road haulage, the importer shall certify the acceptance of freight by putting 

his signature and stamp on it, as well as indicating the vehicle's arrival and departure times 

in the CMR consignment note. 

 

After receiving confirmation of freight acceptance by Importer, Exporter shall make full 

payment for road haulage. 

 

FIGURE 3.76 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.13 “FINALISE ROAD HAULAGE” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.36 “FINALISE ROAD HAULAGE” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Road and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.13 Finalise Road haulage 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● No. 409 (01.07.1999) Special Part of Civil Code of Republic of 

Kazakhstan 

● No. 546 (30.04.2015) Rules for Road Freight Transportation 

Process participants  

●  xporter  

● Importer  

● Company providing road haulage services 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

●  xporter and Company providing road haulage services have 

signed contract 

● There are sufficient funds in the exporter's account to make full 

payment for the services of a road haulage 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.13.1 Company providing road haulage services delivers freight 

to Importer 

2.13.2 Importer certifies the acceptance of freight 

2.13.3 Exporter makes full payment for road haulage 

Costs and resources  
● Full payment fee in the amount of 50% of the contractual 

amount for the services of a road haulage 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  

● Importer receives freight 

● Company providing road haulage services receives full payment 

for his services 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 hour 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Rail and sea transportation 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.1 Prepare for Transportation by Rail and Sea 

FIGURE 3.77 “PREPARE FOR TRANSPORTATION BY RAIL AND SEA” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Prepare for transportation by rail and 

sea” is a business process under the 

“ hip” process area. The use-case 

diagram, as shown in FIGURE 3.77, 

shows that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter 

- Operator of wagons 

- Rail spur owner 

- Rail freight forwarder 

- Seaport Quryk 

- KTZh freight transportation LLP 
 

When organizing transportation by rail and sea, in some cases it may be necessary to 

conclude contracts with a rail freight forwarder, an operator of wagons (containers), as well 

as a rail spur owner. 

 

To do this, if necessary, the exporter provides a copy of the certificate of state registration of 

a legal entity, as well as a copy of a passport or identity card. Contracts can take up to three 

days to complete. 

 

In addition, the Exporter must open a Single Personal Contract Account with a rail carrier. To 

do this, an application is submitted to KTZh-Freight Transportation LLP, and the following 

documents are attached: a certificate from the bank on the existence of an account, copies 

of the certificate of state registration, certificate of registration for VAT, taxpayer certificate, 

passports or identity cards, and the original extracts from the General Classifier of Enterprises 

and Organizations. 

 

After consideration of the application and documents, the Exporter receives an offer contract 

for the organization of settlements on the Single Personal Contract Account in 1-3 days. The 

contract can be obtained online through the "Contractual and Commercial Work" Automated 

Management System, which requires an account in this system, as well as an electronic 

digital signature. 

 

When sending by rail, the exporter needs to deposit and activate the Single Personal Contract 

Account. To deposit, the exporter goes to the bank and deposits at least 20,000 KZT for 

activation. The maximum amount may be equal to the estimated amount of the carriage 

charge. After that, through the Automated Management System "Contractual and 
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Commercial Work," it is necessary to send a monthly request for transportation. A monthly 

request must be submitted 20 calendar days before the start of the month in which loading is 

planned. The cost of the request is 4,000 KZT and is considered valid for up to 5 days. 

 

It is also necessary to contract a port operator. 

 

FIGURE 3.78 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.1 “PREPARE FOR TRANSPORTATION BY RAILWAY TRANSPORT” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.37 “PREPARE FOR TRANSPORTATION BY RAILWAY TRANSPORT” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.1 Prepare for transportation by railway transport 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Rules for Provision of Services by Wagon (Container) Operators 

No. 709 of 19.10.2012 

● Civil Code of Republic of Kazakhstan No. 268-XIII of 27.12.1994 

● Rules for Rail Freight Transportation No. 612 of 02.08.2019 

● Law of Republic of Kazakhstan on Natural Monopolies No. 204-

VI of 27.12.2018 

● Rules for Formation of Tariffs No. 90 of 19.11.2019 

● Rules for Operations of Natural Monopolists No. 73 of 13.08.2019 

● Model Contracts Providing Regulated Services No. 58 of 

24.06.2019 

● Charter of KTZ Freight Transportation LLP No. 4 of 19.03.2020 

● Rules for Provision of Freight Forwarding Services No. 296-I of 

28.07.2004 

●  pecial Part of Civil Code of Republic of Kazakhstan  o. 409 of 

01.07.1999 

Process participants  

●  xporter  

● KT h Freight Transportation   P 

● Rail freight for arder (if necessary)  

● Operator of  agons (containers) (if necessary) 

● Rail spur owner (if necessary) 

●  eaport  uryk 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

●  xporter has to have contract  ith the Importer  

● The quantity of goods is sufficient to be loaded 

Procedures and associated 

documentary requirements 

to complete the process 

2.1.1. Exporter provides a copy of the certificate of state 

registration of a legal entity, as well as a copy of a passport or 

identity card to Rail freight forwarder, Operator of wagons 

(containers) and Rail spur owner in order to conclude contract 

2.1.2. Rail freight forwarder, Operator of wagons (containers) and 

Rail spur owner draft contract and send to Exporter to sign it 

2.1.3. Exporter signs contract 

2.1.4. Rail freight forwarder, Operator of wagons (containers) and 

Rail spur owner sign contract 

2.1.5. Exporter submits an application to open a Single Personal 

Contract Account to KTZh-Freight Transportation LLP with the 

following documents: 

● a certificate from the bank on the existence of an account  

● copy of the certificate of state registration 

● copy of the certificate of registration for VAT 

● copy of taxpayer certificate 

● copy of passports or identity cards 

● original extracts from the General Classifier of  nterprises and 

Organizations 
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2.1.6. KTZh-Freight Transportation LLP consider the application 

and documents 

2.1.7. The exporter receives an offer contract for the organization 

of settlements on the Single Personal Contract Account 

2.1.8. Exporter deposits and activate the Single Personal Contract 

Account 

2.1The exporters sends a monthly request for transportation 

2.1.10. The exporter sends letter of request to Seaport Quryk with 

the following documents: 

● Copy charter of organisation 

● Certificate of state registration  

● Passport or identity card  

● Copy order on the authority of the head of organisation 

2.1.11. Seaport drafts Contract 

2.1.12. Exporter signs Contract 

2.1.13. Seaport signs the Contract 

Costs and resources  

● Minimum 20,000 K T for activation of  ingle Personal Contract 

Account 

● 4,000 K T for consideration of a monthly request for 

transportation 

● The standard cost to utilise rail freight forwarding services is 

defined by the market. Therefore, the exact rate in percentage and 

payment method are subject to negotiation between the trader and 

the potential rail freight forwarder. 

● The standard cost to operate a wagon (container) for one day is 

defined by the market and depends on the distance and type. 

Therefore, the exact fee and payment method are subject to 

negotiation between the trader and the potential wagon (container) 

operator. 

● The cost of passing through a rail spur in the competition-free 

district is adopted by the state authority in charge of monopoly 

regulation for each rail spur owner. Therefore, the trader shall 

request the information on the exact fee from the potential rail spur 

owner and clarify the payment method. 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  

● Contracts are concluded 

●  ingle Personal Contract Account is opened and activated 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

● Contracts can take up to 3 days to complete 

● KT h-Freight Transportation LLP prepares an offer contract for 

the organization of settlements on the Single Personal Contract 

Account in 1-3 days 

● The monthly request is considered up to 5 days and is subject to 

further approval by foreign railway administrations. Approval may 

take: 

- 3-5 hours in case of CIS countries, Georgia, Ukraine, Latvia, 

Lithuania and Estonia; 

- up to 1 month in case of other countries and use of foreign 

seaports. 
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Source: prepared by the author 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.2 Register for Currency Control (optional) 

FIGURE 3.79 “REGISTER FOR CURRENCY CONTROL” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Register for currency control” is a 

business process under the “ hip” process 

area. The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.79, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Exporter 

-  xporter’s  ank 
 

The foreign trade contract(s) or invoice(s), equivalently estimated at over $50,000, are 

subject to the export-import currency control at the bank where the applicant is a regular 

customer. 

 

If the trader uses a foreign bank account, the currency control procedures are implemented 

by the National Bank's branches. 

 

FIGURE 3.80 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.2 “REGISTER FOR CURRENCY CONTROL” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.38 “REGISTER FOR CURRENCY CONTROL” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail and sea transportation) 

Name of business process 2.2 Register for currency control 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Rules for Implementation of Export-Import Currency 

Control in Republic of Kazakhstan No. 42 of 30.03.2019 

Process participants 
●  xporter 

●  ank 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

●  xporter has to have a contract  ith the Importer 

●  xporter has online bank account 

Procedures and associated 

documentary requirements to 

complete the process 

2.2.1. Exporter applies for acceptance of foreign trade 

contract under export-import currency control (could be 

done online) 

2.2.2  xporter’s  ank revie s the trade contract  

2.2.3  xporter’s Bank provides with the registration number  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 

●  xporter obtains registration number of foreign trade 

contract  

Average time required to 

complete this business process 
1 - 3 days 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.3 Obtain Certificate of Origin 

FIGURE 3.81 “OBTAIN CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Obtain a certificate of origin” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, 

as shown in FIGURE 3.81, shows 

that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter 

- National Chamber of 

 ntrepreneurs “Atameken”  

 

To obtain a certificate of origin, the Exporter must contact the National Chamber of 

 ntrepreneurs “Atameken” and conclude an appropriate contract. The next step is to apply 

for a certificate. Together with the application, a receipt of payment for the certificate, copies 

of a certificate of state registration, a foreign trade contract with an account number, an 

invoice for the supply with an account number, a contract for the sale of goods (for an exporter 

who is not a manufacturer of goods), as well as a brief description of the technological 

process of production. 

 

A certificate can be obtained in 1-3 days. 
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FIGURE 3.82 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.3 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.39 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail and sea transportation) 

Name of business process 2.3 Obtain certificate of origin 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Law on National Chamber of Entrepreneurs of Republic of 

Kazakhstan No. 129-V of 04.07.2013 

● Rules for Determination of Country of Origin of Goods, Status 

of Eurasian Economic Union's or Foreign Goods, Issuance and 

Cancellation of Certificate of Origin of Goods and Adoption of Its 

Forms No. 454-NQ of 13.07.2021 

● List of Documents Conforming Origin of Goods No. 257 of 

08.07.2014 

●  C Regulation  o. 2454 93 

Process participants 
●  xporter 

●  ational Chamber of  ntrepreneurs “Atameken” 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

●  xporter has to have contract providing the service on 

issuance of the certificate of origin and the bill for payment for 

the certificate of origin 

Procedures and associated 

documentary requirements to 

complete the process 

2.3.1 Exporter submits request to obtain the certificate of origin 

2.3.2  ational Chamber of  ntrepreneurs “Atameken” sends 

contract and bill for payment 

2.3.3 Exporter pays for certificate of origin 

● Bill for payment  

● Passport or National ID Card  

2.3.4 Exporter applies for certificate of origin 

● Electronic digital signature 

● Certificate of proof of registration of legal person/Talon of 

notification of operating as individual entrepreneur/Passport or 

National ID Card 

● Registered foreign trade contract  

● Commercial invoice  

● Contract providing purchase and sale of product/Invoice 

(general)/Consignment note (general)  

● Brief description of technological process of production  

2.3.5  ational Chamber of  ntrepreneurs “Atameken” sends 

draft certificate of origin 

2.3.6 Exporter obtains Certificate of Origin Form A 

● Text of contract providing service on issuance of 

certificate of origin (2 original)  

● Stamp 

Costs and resources 

● 200 % of one monthly calculation index (for the exporter who 

has no debt in paying the fee for membership to the National 

Chamber of Entrepreneurs or whose total annual income does 

not exceed the amount equal to the 60,000-fold rate of the 

Monthly Calculation Index of preceding year). 
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● 400 % of one monthly calculation index (for the exporter who 

has debt in paying the fee for membership to the National 

Chamber of Entrepreneurs). 

Monthly Calculation Index rate for 2022 – 3 063 KZT 

● Company Administrative  taff. 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 
● The Certificate of Origin is received 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 - 3 days 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

 

Core Business Process Area 2.4 “Obtain Certificate of Conformity” 

FIGURE 3.83 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Obtain Certificate of Conformity” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.83, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Exporter  

- Certification body  
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FIGURE 3.84 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.4 “OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.40 “OBTAIN CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area  2. Ship (Rail and sea transportation) 

Name of the business 

process 
2.4 Obtain certificate of conformity 

Related laws, rules and 

regulations 
●  U Directives and  tandards 

Process participant(s) 
●  xporter  

● Certification body 

Input and criteria to 

enter/begin the business 

process 

●  xporter has to have contract providing the service on issuance 

of the certificate of conformity and the bill for payment for the 

certificate of conformity 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.4.1 Exporter submits request to obtain the certificate of 

conformity 

2.4.2 Certification body sends contract and bill for payment 

2.4.3 Exporter pays for certificate of conformity 

● Bill for payment  

● Passport or National ID Card  

2.4.4 Exporter applies for certificate of conformity with documents 

● Certificate of proof of registration of legal person/Talon of 

notification of operating as individual entrepreneur 

● Registered foreign trade contract 

● Passport or National ID Card  

● Commercial invoice 

● Description of technological process of production 

2.4.5 Certification body checks documents 

2.4.6 Certification body conducts product tests  

2.4.7 Based on the test results the Certification body filles out the 

Certificate of conformity  

2.4.8 Exporter obtains the Certificate of conformity 

 

Costs and resources The cost depends on Certification body and types of tests 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 
● Certificate of conformity is received 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

5 days 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.5 Arrange Freight Loading 

FIGURE 3.85 “ARRANGE FREIGHT LOADING” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Arrange freight loading” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.85, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Exporter 

- KTZh freight transportation LLP  

 

For the loading of wagons, the Exporter receives the wagons in accordance with the 

notification of wagon arrival time from the KTZh Freight Transportation LLP. After the wagons 

are loaded, the relevant data is entered into the draft rail consignment note. 

 

FIGURE 3.86 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.5 “ARRANGE FREIGHT LOADING” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.41 “ARRANGE FREIGHT LOADING” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.5 Arrange freight loading 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Law of Republic of Kazakhstan on Rail Transport No. 266 of 

08.12.2001 

● Rules for Rail Freight Transportation No. 612 of 02.08.2019 

● Technical Conditions of Organisation for Cooperation between 

Railways on Stowage and Fastening of Freight of 01.07.2021 

Process participants  
●  xporter  

● KT h Freight Transportation   P 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 
● The quantity of goods is sufficient to be loaded 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.5.1 KTZh Freight Transportation LLP sends notification of wagon 

arrival time to Exporter 

2.5.2 Exporter obtains wagons to loading 

2.5.3 Exporter loads the wagons 

2.5.4 KTZh Freight Transportation LLP enters data into a draft rail 

consignment note 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  

●  xporter received  agons and loaded them. After loading, an 

appropriate record is made in rail consignment note. 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

● 1 day 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.6 Obtain an Export Customs Declaration for Goods 

FIGURE 3.87 “OBTAIN AN EXPORT CUSTOMS DECLARATION FOR GOODS” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Obtain an export customs declaration for 

goods” is a business process under the 

“ hip” process area. The use-case 

diagram, as shown in FIGURE 3.87, 

shows that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter 

- Automated System of Customs and 

Tax Administration 

 

Before sending the goods, it is necessary to pay customs fees (20,000 tenge per declaration) 

and receive a customs declaration. To obtain it, the exporter uses the Automated System of 

Customs and Tax Administration (Astana-1). In this system, the goods declaration form is 

filled in, the number of the railway consignment note is indicated, and copies of the foreign 

trade contract with the account number, receipts for payment of customs fees, and a 

certificate of origin are attached. 

 

FIGURE 3.88 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.6 “OBTAIN AN EXPORT CUSTOMS DECLARATION FOR GOODS” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.42 “OBTAIN AN EXPORT CUSTOMS DECLARATION” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.6 Obtain an export customs declaration 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Code on Customs Regulation in Republic of Kazakhstan No. 

123-VI of 26.12.2017 

● Rates of Customs Fees Levied by State Revenue Bodies No. 

171 of 05.04.2018 

● Instructions on Filling out Customs Declarations and Forms of 

Customs Declarations No. 257 of 20.05.2010 

● Procedures for Implementation of Amendments (Additions) to 

Information in Customs Declaration No. 289 of 10.12.2013 

Process participants  
●  xporter  

● Automated  ystem of Customs and Tax Administration 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

● Goods are (or being) loaded into a rail car  

● Transport documents and commercial documents are 

received or issued by the Exporter 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.6.1 Exporter pays customs fees (could be done online) 

2.6.2 Exporter submits goods declaration with indication of 

number of the CMR consignment note, attachment of and 

copies of the foreign trade contract with the account number, 

receipts for payment for customs fees, vehicle registration 

document (technical passport) and certificate of origin (could be 

done online) 

2.6.3 Automated System of Customs and Tax Administration 

processes submitted information and issues a goods 

declaration 

2.6.4 Exporter obtains released goods declaration (could be 

done online) 

Costs and resources  

● 20,000 K T per declaration.  

● Company Administrative  taff, shared use or a Customs 

broker  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The  xport customs declaration is issued and obtained 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.7 Dispatch Freight 

FIGURE 3.89 “DISPATCH FREIGHT” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Dispatch freight” is a business process 

under the “ hip” process area. The use-

case diagram, as shown in FIGURE 3.89, 

shows that this core business process 

requires participation from: 

- Exporter 

- KTZh freight transportation LLP 

 

FIGURE 3.90 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.7 “DISPATCH FREIGHT” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.43 “DISPATCH FREIGHT” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.7 Dispatch freight  

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● No. 266 (08.12.2001) Law of Republic of Kazakhstan on Rail 

Transport 

●  o. 612 (02.08.2019) Rules for Rail Freight Transportation 

Process participants  
●  xporter  

● KT h Freight Transportation   P 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 
● The  agons are loaded 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.7.1 Exporter receives draft contract from the KTZh Freight 

Transportation LLP 

2.7.2 Exporter signs the Contract and sends it to the KTZh Freight 

Transportation LLP with: 

●  etter of attorney (for the representative)  

● Rail consignment note  

● Registered goods declaration  

● Certificate of origin  

● Commercial invoice (If necessary)  

2.7.3 KTZh Freight Transportation LLP signs the Contract 

2.7.4 Exporter pays for rail transportation 

2.7.5 KTZh Freight Transportation LLP issues duplicate of rail 

consignment note with date stamp 

2.7.6 Exporter hands over wagons for dispatch 

Costs and resources  

●  stimated average amount of carriage fee is 500,000 tenge per 

wagon 

● The amount of carriage fee shall be fully available on the single 

contract account. 

● The final payment of carriage fee is settled upon arrival of the 

freight at destination. 

● Company Administrative  taff, shared use  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The  agons are dispatched to the country of destination 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.8 Cross the Kazakhstan Border 

FIGURE 3.91 “CROSS THE KAZAKHSTAN BORDER” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Cross the Kazakhstan border” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.91, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Exporter 

- Customs train foreman 

- Border guard service 

- Seaport Quryk 

- Operator of wagons 

 

To cross the border, the Exporter needs to obtain a bill for payment for seaport services and 

then make the payment. 

 

After putting into the Automated System of Customs and Tax Administration "Astana-1" 

confirmation of the departure of goods from the customs territory, the captain of the vessel 

or his assistant is given transportation and shipping documents. 

 

FIGURE 3.92 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.8 “CROSS THE KAZAKHSTAN BORDER” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.44 “CROSS THE KAZAKHSTAN BORDER” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Rail and sea transportation) 

Name of business process  2.8 Cross the Kazakhstan border 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Rules for Application of Prices (Tariffs) for Mandatory Seaport 

Services No. 602 of 01.08.2019 

● Order on Adoption of Prices on  ervices at   P  uryk Port  o. 

52-OD of 04.03.2022 

●  pecial Part of Civil Code of Republic of Kazakhstan  o. 409 of 

01.07.1999 

● Model  cheme of Movement of Humans, Vehicles, Freight and 

Goods through Border Crossing Points by Road Transport No. 504 

of 30.11.2013 

● Code on Customs Regulation in Republic of Kazakhstan No. 123-

VI of 26.12.2017 

● Procedures for Confirmation of Actual Departure of Goods from 

EAEU Territory by Customs Authorities of Member States No. 25 of 

07.02.2018 

Process participants  

●  xporter 

● Customs 

● Captain of vessel 

●  eaport  uryk 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

● Goods are loaded into  agons  

● Certificate of origin, transport documents and commercial 

documents are received or issued by the Exporter 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.8.1 Seaport Quryk provides with bill for payment  

2.8.2. Exporter pays for seaport services 

2.8.3. Exporter submits documents to the inspector of the customs 

post: 

● Released goods export declaration  

● Rail consignment note 

2.8.4. Inspector of the customs post puts confirmation of the 

departure of goods to "Astana-1" 

2.8.5. Inspector of the customs post transfers to captain of the 

vessel or his assistant following documents 

● Rail consignment note  

● Packing list  

● Certificate of origin  

● Commercial invoice  

2.8.6 Crosses border 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The vessel leaves the Kazakhstan territory 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 hour  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.9 Transit through Alyat Sea Port 

FIGURE 3.93 “TRANSIT THROUGH ALYAT SEA PORT” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

▪ “Transit through Alyat sea port” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, 

as shown in FIGURE 3.93, shows that 

this core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Customs 

- Alyat seaport  

- Train foreman 

- Border crossing authorities  

▪  

 

FIGURE 3.94 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.9 “TRANSIT THROUGH POTI SEA PORT” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.45 “TRANSIT THROUGH ALYAT SEA PORT” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Transportation by rail and sea) 

Name of business process  2.9 Transit through Alyat sea port 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 
● Customs Code of Azerbaijan 

Process participants  

● Customs 

● Alyat seaport  

● Train foreman 

●  order crossing authorities 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 
● Goods left the Kazakhstan territory 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.9.1 Poti Seaport provides with bill for payment  

2.9.2. Train foreman pays for seaport services 

2.9.3 Train foremen submit transit customs declaration to be 

enclosed with a set of required documents including:  

● Commercial invoice  

● Rail waybill (CIM).  

2.9.4 Border crossing authorities inspect a transport  

2.9.5 Inspector of the customs post transfers to the captain of the 

vessel or his assistant following documents 

● Rail waybill (CIM) 

● Commercial invoice 

2.9.6 Crosses border 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The vessel leaves the Azerbaijan territory 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.10 Transit through Poti Sea Port 

FIGURE 3.95 “TRANSIT THROUGH POTI SEA PORT” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Transit through Poti  ea port” is a 

business process under the “ hip” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.95, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Customs 

- Train foreman  

- Poti seaport 
- Border crossing authorities  

FIGURE 3.96 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.10 “TRANSIT THROUGH POTI SEA PORT” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.46 “TRANSIT THROUGH POTI SEA PORT” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Transportation by rail and sea) 

Name of business process  2.10 Transit through Poti Sea port 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 
● Customs Code of Georgia 

Process participants  

● Customs 

● Poti seaport  

● Train foreman 

●  order crossing authorities 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 
● Goods passed through the customs border of Azerbaijan 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.10.1 Poti Seaport provides with bill for payment  

2.10.2. Train foreman pays for seaport services 

2.10.3 Train foremen submit transit customs declaration to be 

enclosed with a set of required documents including:  

● Commercial invoice  

● Rail waybill (CIM).  

2.10.4 Border crossing authorities inspect a transport  

2.10.5 Inspector of the customs post transfers to captain of the 

vessel or his assistant following documents 

● Rail waybill (CIM) 

● Commercial invoice 

2.10.6 Crosses border 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● The vessel leaves the Georgian territory 

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 2.11 Cross Border Crossing to enter European Union (Marcel, 

France) 

FIGURE 3.97 “CROSS BORDER CROSSING TO ENTER EUROPEAN UNION (MARCEL, FRANCE)” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“Cross border crossing to enter  uropean 

Union (Marcel, France)” is a business 

process under the “ hip” process area. 

The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.97, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Customs 

- Importer  

- Border crossing authorities  
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FIGURE 3.98 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 2.11 “CROSS BORDER CROSSING TO ENTER EUROPEAN UNION (MARCEL, 
FRANCE)” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.47 “CROSS BORDER CROSSING TO ENTER EUROPEAN UNION (MARCEL, FRANCE)” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 2. Ship (Transportation by rail and sea) 

Name of business process  2.11 Cross border crossing to enter European Union (France) 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 
● Union Customs Code 

Process participants  

● Customs 

● Importer  

●  order crossing authorities 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

● Goods are dispatched to  uropean Union border  

● Importer and exporter hold a full set of documents required for 

carriage of goods and customs formalities in European Union 

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

2.11.1 Importer fills a customs declaration to be enclosed with a 

full set of required documents including (could be done online):  

● Customs Import Declaration Form  

● Commercial invoice  

● Customs value declaration  

● Freight documents (transport Documentation): Bill of 

landing, FIATA bill of landing, road waybill (CMR), rail waybill 

(CIM), TIR Carnet, among others.  

● Packing List: The packing list (P/L) provides information on 

the imported items and the packaging details of each shipment, 

including weight, dimensions, handling issues, etc. 

2.11.2 Importer estimates customs fees and taxes 

2.11.3 Importer pays customs fees (0% - for Bars of stainless-steel 

other (722220), Semi-finished products of iron or non-alloy steel 

containing 0.25 wt% or more of carbon (720720) and 2,2% - for 

Ferroalloys (720120) and taxes (20% VAT). 

2.11.4 A set of documents is submitted for further review by 

Border crossing authorities 

2.11.5 Border crossing authorities inspect a transport and 

documents 

2.11.6 Customs Inspector checks all taxes based on goods value 

and transport costs, reviews the documents.  

2.11.7 In case the documents are correct, goods are cross the 

border. 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
● Importer receives his goods  

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

1 day  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Process Area 3: Pay 
 

Core Business Process Area 3.1 Complete the Export Procedure 

FIGURE 3.99 “COMPLETE THE EXPORT PROCEDURE” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

“Complete the export procedure” is a 

business process under the “Pay” process 

area. The use-case diagram, as shown in 

FIGURE 3.99, shows that this core 

business process requires participation 

from: 

- Exporter 

-  xporter’s bank 

- Importer 

- Importer’s bank 

After the goods have been delivered to their destination and undergone customs procedures, 

the exporter must pay the balance for transportation costs, and the importer must transfer 

money for the goods received. 

 

FIGURE 3.100 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 3.1 “COMPLETE THE EXPORT PROCEDURE” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.48 “COMPLETE THE EXPORT PROCEDURE” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 3. Pay 

Name of business process  3.1. Complete the export procedure 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Unified rules and regulations for Letters of Credit  

● The la  of the Republic of Kazakhstan on banks and bank’s 

activities  

Process participants  

●  xporter  

●  xporter’s bank 

● Importer  

● Importer’s bank 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 
● Goods are received by Importer  

Activities and associated 

documentary requirements 

3.1 Exporter prepares all documents associated with the Letter of 

Credit.  

● Invoice  

● commercial contract  

● SMGS with stamp railway and customs  

3.2 Exporter requests for payment for goods 

3.3  xporter’s bank revie s the documents and checks for 

compliance with the terms and conditions of the Letter of Credit.  

3.4 In case of no discrepancies with the Letter of Credit, the 

exporter’s bank for ards the documents to the importer’s bank.  

3.5 Importer’s bank revie s the documents and checks for 

compliance with the Letter of Credit.  

3.6 In case of no discrepancies  ith the  etter of Credit, Importer’s 

bank transfers the payment to  xporter’s bank.  

3.7  xporter’s bank transfers the payment for goods to the 

exporter.  

3.8 Exporter receives the payment.  

3.9 Importer’s bank debits the payment from Importer’s bank 

account.  

3.10 Importer’s bank releases documents collected from  xporter.  

3.11 Importer collects all documents required for import.  

Output criteria to exit the 

business process  
●  xporter receives the payment for goods.  

Average time required to 

complete this business 

process 

2 days  

Source: prepared by the author 
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Core Business Process Area 3.2 De-register with currency control 

FIGURE 3.101 “DE-REGISTER WITH CURRENCY CONTROL” USE-CASE DIAGRAM 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

“De-register  ith currency control” is a 

business process under the “Pay” 

process area. The use-case diagram, as 

shown in FIGURE 3.101, shows that this 

core business process requires 

participation from: 

- Exporter 

-  xporter’s bank 

 

FIGURE 3.102 ACTIVITY DIAGRAM OF BUSINESS PROCESS 3.2 “DE-REGISTER WITH CURRENCY CONTROL” 

 
Source: prepared by the author 
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TABLE 3.49 “DE-REGISTER WITH CURRENCY CONTROL” PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

Name of the process area 3. Pay 

Name of business process 3.2. De-register with currency control 

Related laws, rules, and 

regulations 

● Rules for Implementation of Export-Import Currency Control 

in Republic of Kazakhstan No. 42 of 30.03.2019 

Process participants 
●  xporter 

●  ank 

Input and criteria to enter/ 

begin the business process 

●  xporter has to have a contract  ith the Importer 

●  xporter has online bank account 

● Goods are received by Importer 

●  xporter receives the payment for goods 

Procedures and associated 

documentary requirements to 

complete the process 

3.2.1 Exporter applies for removal of foreign trade contract 

under export-import currency control (could be done online) 

3.2.2  xporter’s  ank revie s the application  

3.2.3  xporter’s Bank de-register with currency control 

Output criteria to exit the 

business process 

● Foreign trade contract removed from export-import currency 

control 

Average time required to 

complete this business process 
1 day 

Source: prepared by the author 
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Chapter 4. Analysis of Key Indicators 
 

4.1 Time for export 
 

FIGURE 4.1 THE TIME-PROCEDURE CHART FOR THE EXPORT OF IRON, STEEL, AND METAL PRODUCTS FROM KAZAKHSTAN TO A 

EUROPEAN COUNTRY (LATVIA) BY AUTOMOBILE TRANSPORT 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

The time required to export iron, steel, and metal products from Kazakhstan varies depending 

on the mode of transportation. For example, if an exporter intends to ship goods by road, the 

export process will take approximately 29.5 days. Each procedure takes about two days to 

complete, but in some cases, it can take as little as one day or half a day. The more time is 

spent preparing for road haulage—10 days. 
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FIGURE 4.2 THE TIME-PROCEDURE CHART FOR THE EXPORT OF IRON, STEEL, AND METAL PRODUCTS FROM KAZAKHSTAN TO A 

EUROPEAN COUNTRY (LATVIA) BY RAILWAY TRANSPORT 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

The time required to export iron, steel, and metal products from Kazakhstan varies depending 

on the mode of transportation. It takes about 21 days to organize the railway transport of 

goods from Kazakhstan to Europe. Each procedure takes about two days to complete, but it 

can sometimes take as little as one day or half a day. 
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FIGURE 4.3 THE TIME-PROCEDURE CHART FOR THE EXPORT OF IRON, STEEL, AND METAL PRODUCTS FROM KAZAKHSTAN TO A 

EUROPEAN COUNTRY (FRANCE) BY MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

Figure 4.3 presents a time-procedure chart listing core business processes that are required 

to be carried out to export iron, steel, and metal products from Kazakhstan to a European 

country (France) by multimodal transportation. The time-procedure chart suggests that it 

takes about 31 days to organize multimodal transport for export. Each procedure takes about 

two days to complete, but in some cases, it can take as little as one day or half a day. The 

more time is spent preparing for road haulage — 10 days. It also illustrates a point in time in 

which each core business process occurs about others.  
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4.2 Costs for export 
 

Consideration of costs for exporters includes the costs of preparing documents and 

procedures and the costs of transporting goods. The total cost of export is $2,431 for our 

case studies. 

 

FIGURE 4.4 COST PROCEDURE CHART FOR EXPORTING IRON, STEEL, AND METAL PRODUCTS FROM KAZAKHSTAN TO A EUROPEAN 

COUNTRY (FRANCE) BY MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION 

 
Source: prepared by the author 

 

The estimated expenses costs for exporters are shown in KZT and USD equivalents in 

Table 4.1. 
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TABLE 4.1 COSTS FOR THE EXPORT OF IRON, STEEL, AND METAL PRODUCTS FROM KAZAKHSTAN TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, INCLUDING 

TRANSPORTATION COSTS 

Core business process (use case) USD KZT 

Ship   

Road haulage 
USD 866.04 -  

USD 0.87 per kilometre 

KZT 420,000 -  

KZT  420 per kilometre 

Freight forwarding services 

provided by driver 

USD 82.48 -  

USD 82.48 per haul 

KZT 40,000 -  

KZT 40,000 per haul 

Loading services 
USD 41.24 -  

USD 41.24 per vehicle 

KZT 20,000 -  

KZT 20,000 per vehicle 

Packing into pallet collar 
USD 123.72 -  

USD 4.12 per cubic metre 

KZT 60,000 -  

KZT 2,000 per cubic metre 

Pack tag for pallet collar 
USD 10.31 -  

USD 0.21 per unit 

KZT 5,000 -  

KZT  100 per unit 

Certificate of origin USD 12.03  KZT 5,834  

Certificate of conformity USD 30.93  KZT 15,000 

Estimated % of the contract amount 

of the cost of road haulage per 

vehicle 

USD 433.02 - 50 % contract 

/ transaction amount 

 

KZT 210,000 -  

50 % contract / transaction 

amount 

Packing into cardboard boxes 
USD 51.55 -  

USD 1.03 per unit 

KZT 25,000 -  

KZT  500 per unit 

Pack tag for cardboard boxes 
USD 10.31 -  

USD 0.21 per unit 

KZT 5,000 -  

KZT  100 per unit 

Loading services 
USD 41.24 -  

USD 41.24 per vehicle 

KZT 20,000 -  

KZT 20,000 per vehicle 

Customs fee for goods declaration USD 41.24  KZT 20,000 

Road haulage per vehicle USD 433.02  KZT 210,000  

Source: National Trade Portal of Kazakhstan 
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4.3 Documents for export 
 

According to the findings, there are a large number of documents for Kazakhstan's export of 

iron, steel, and metal products to European countries. A lengthy procedure is required, and 

each procedure necessitates the preparation of various types of documents. The same 

documents must frequently be submitted to authorized bodies and organizations multiple 

times. Some documents cannot be completed online. 

 

TABLE 4.2 DOCUMENTS REQUIRED IN KAZAKHSTAN’S EXPORT OF IRON, STEEL, METAL PRODUCTS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, 
INCLUDING INDICATION OF THEIR STATUS OF BEING PAPER-BASED OR ELECTRONIC 

No. Name of the document Electronic Paper based 

1 Inquiry of price ✔ √  

2 Response for inquiry of price  ✔ √  

3 Purchase order ✔ √  

4 Text Commercial contract ✔ √ √ 

5 Text contract for road haulage ✔ √ √ 

6 Passport or National ID ✔  ✔ √ 

7 Certificate of proof of registration of legal person ✔  ✔ √ 

8 Talon of notification of operating as individual 

entrepreneur 

✔  ✔ √ 

9 Commercial contract ✔  ✔ √ 

10 Contract for road haulage ✔  ✔ √ 

11 Application for acceptance of foreign trade contract 

under export-import currency control 

✔ √ ✔  

12 Contract providing the service on issuance of the 

certificate of origin 

✔  ✔ √ 

13 Bill for payment ✔ √ ✔ √ 

14 Application for certificate of origin  ✔ √ ✔  

15 Commercial invoice  ✔ √ ✔ √ 

16 Contract providing purchase and sale of product ✔  ✔ √ 

17 Invoice (general)/Consignment note (general) ✔ √ ✔ √ 

18 Brief description of technological process of production ✔  ✔ √ 

19 Draft certificate of origin ✔  √ 

20 Certificate of Origin Form A ✔  ✔ √ 
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No. Name of the document Electronic Paper based 

21 Road haulage order ✔ √ ✔  

22 Copy of contract providing road haulage services ✔ √ ✔  

23 CMR note  ✔ √ 

24 Road consignment note  ✔ √ 

25 Rail consignment note  ✔ √ 

26 Truck waybill of lading √ ✔  

27 Carnet TIR  ✔ √ 

28 Permit for entry, exit or transit of truck on the territory of 

Kazakhstan 

 ✔ √ 

29 International weight certificate  ✔ √ 

30 Receipts for payment ✔  ✔ √ 

31 Vehicle registration document (technical passport) ✔  ✔ √ 

32 Registered export goods declaration  ✔  ✔ √ 

33 Act of weighment  ✔ √ 

34 Driving license  ✔ √ 

35 Control cord  ✔ √ 

36 Route sheet  ✔ √ 

37 Certificate of insurance  ✔ √ 

38 Text contract with Rail freight forwarder ✔ √ ✔  

39 Text contract with Operator of wagons (containers) ✔ √ ✔  

40 Text contract with Rail spur owner ✔ √ ✔  

41 Contract with Rail freight forwarder ✔  ✔ √ 

42 Contract with Operator of wagons (containers) ✔  ✔ √ 

43 Contract with Rail spur owner ✔  ✔ √ 

44 Application to open a Single Personal Contract Account ✔ √  

45 Certificate from the bank on the existence of an account ✔ √ √ 

46 Certificate of registration for VAT ✔ √ √ 

47 Taxpayer certificate ✔ √ √ 

48 Extracts from the General Classifier of Enterprises and 

Organizations 

✔ √ √ 
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No. Name of the document Electronic Paper based 

49 Contract for the organization of settlements on the 

Single Personal Contract Account 

✔ √ √ 

50 Monthly request for transportation ✔ √ √ 

51 Notification of wagon arrival time  ✔ √  

52 Rail consignment note √ ✔  

53 Contract for rail transportation  ✔ √ 

54 Packing list  √ ✔ √ 

55 Letter of request to Seaport ✔ √ ✔  

56 Charter of organization ✔ √ ✔ √ 

57 Order on the authority of the head of organisation ✔  ✔ √ 

58 Text contract with seaport ✔ √ ✔  

59 Contract with seaport ✔  ✔ √ 

60 Application for calculation of costs of seaport services √ ✔  

61 Goods declaration form ✔  √ 

Source: prepared by the author 

 

According to the Table above, Kazakhstan's export of iron, steel, and metal products to a 

European country requires 61 documents. Some documents cannot be processed online. 

Even if one document for one operation requires online filing, the same document must be 

submitted in paper for other procedures. As a result, in the comparative Table 4.2, you can 

see a list of documents that indicate whether they are paper-based or electronic. Several 

documents are still on paper. 
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Chapter 5. Recommendations and Conclusion 
 

This chapter presents a comprehensive analysis of the export of iron, steel, and metal 

products from Kazakhstan to European countries (Latvia and France). It identifies 

bottlenecks, barriers, and gaps that hinder the export process and presents policy 

recommendations to streamline trade procedures. 

 

The analysis reveals the following bottlenecks during foreign trade formalities: 

• Many steps, documents, and time are required to implement product export 

procedures, limiting Kazakhstan's export potential. 

• Paper shipping documents (originals or copies) are required regularly for the cross-

border movement of goods. Developing information systems and workflow automation 

does not eliminate the need for paper documents. 

• State bodies require foreign trade participants to submit documents and information 

issued by other state bodies, even if they can be accessed through interdepartmental 

collaboration on data exchange and system integration. 

• Many operations within the framework of goods export procedures necessitate the 

personal presence of participants in foreign economic activity and direct contact with 

government officials, resulting in unnecessary time costs and the creation of conditions 

for corruption. 

• Participants in international trade do not use electronic document management in 

business-to-business interactions (organization of transportation, cargo insurance, 

contract with a customs broker, etc.). 

• Electronic payment systems for public services are underdeveloped. There is still the 

option to pay in cash and the requirement to stamp documents. 

• Operations at the state border checkpoint take much time and require optimization.  

• There is no cross-border space of trust and recognition for electronic documents 

issued in another country. 

 

Table 5.1 provides a diagnosis of bottlenecks (related to procedural requirements, data and 

documentary requirements, transparency or predictability) and recommendations for 

improvement. 

 



TABLE 5.1 DIAGNOSIS OF BOTTLENECKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STREAMLINING TRADE PROCESSES 

Sl Core business 

process 

(Use-case) 

Observations Recommendations 

Procedural Requirements Data and 

Documentary 

Requirements 

Transparency/ 

Predictability 

1. Buy     

1.1 Conclude sales 

contract and trade 

terms 

Activities that have to be carried 

out to conclude sales contract 

and trade terms are simple and 

straightforward. The exporter 

prepares and sends a quotation 

about the price and product 

availability in response to the 

inquiry of the importer normally 

by email. Two parties negotiate 

the trade terms against the 

purchase order of the importer. 

Then the exporter prepares and 

sends Draft Commercial contract 

to the importer electronically to 

sign it. 

Data elements 

included in this activity 

are Quotation, 

Purchase Order and 

Commercial contract.  

The process is pretty 

transparent and 

predictable. 

 

It is necessary for the Government of 

Kazakhstan to take steps to 

encourage and stimulate the use of 

electronic contracts rather than paper-

based contracts. Otherwise, the 

paper-based form B2B business 

process will create barriers to the 

transition of other steps of the export 

business process. There are 

numerous platforms and external 

service providers for e-contracts, but 

they must be linked to Kazakhstan's 

Single Window for export and import 

operations. Another option is to create 

a separate internal platform in the 

Single Window and offer it as a B2B 

platform. 

2. Ship     

2.1 Contract Road 

haulage 

This process requires Exporter to 

have contract with Road haulier.  

Exporter receives Draft contract, 

signs it and sends back to Road 

hauler.  

Along with filled and 

signed contract, 

Exporter sends a copy 

of Passport or 

National ID, if required 

Certificate of proof of 

registration of legal 

This procedure is fully 

transparent and 

predictable. This 

procedure is a 

mandatory one, and 

the procedure itself is 

The business process, on the other 

hand, is paper-based. For export and 

import operations, the e-contract 

function in the Single Window could 

be utilized. All procedures, contacts, 

and documents should be handled 
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Sl Core business 

process 

(Use-case) 

Observations Recommendations 

Procedural Requirements Data and 

Documentary 

Requirements 

Transparency/ 

Predictability 

It could be done by email. person (original) or 

Talon of notification of 

operating as individual 

entrepreneur 

(original). 

carried out quite 

quickly. 

only electronically through a single 

electronic system. 

The system should include the 

functions and documents: templates 

for concluding e-contracts between 

foreign trade participants; exporters 

and other stakeholders could enter 

into agreements online in the system; 

and accompanying documents be 

submitted and mutually recognized. 

 

 

 

2.2.1 Preparation for 

transportation by 

railway transport 

This procedure requires to 

conclude contracts with a rail 

freight forwarder, with an operator 

of wagons (containers), as well as 

with a rail spur owner. 

In addition, Exporter opens a 

Single Personal Contract Account 

with rail carrier.  

After consideration of the 

application and documents and 

receiving an offer contract for the 

organization of settlements on the 

Single Personal Contract 

Account, Exporter needs to 

deposit and activate the Single 

Personal Contract Account.  

After that, through the 

Automated Management System 

"Contractual and commercial 

work" Exporter sends a monthly 

To conclude contracts, 

if necessary, the 

Exporter provides a 

copy of the certificate 

of state registration of 

a legal entity, as well 

as a copy of a 

passport or identity 

card. 

In order to open a 

Single Personal 

Contract Account, 

Exporter submits an 

application to KTZh-

Freight Transportation 

LLP along with the 

following documents: 

a certificate from the 

bank on the existence 

of an account, copies 

of the certificate of 

The process is pretty 

transparent and 

predictable. The 

contract can be 

obtained, and Monthly 

request can be sent 

online through the 

“Contractual and 

Commercial Work” 

Automated 

Management System, 

which requires an 

account in this system, 

as well as an 

electronic digital 

signature. 
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request for transportation. A 

monthly request must be 

submitted 20 calendar days 

before the start of the month in 

which loading is planned.  

state registration, 

certificate of 

registration for VAT, 

taxpayer certificate, 

passports or identity 

cards, as well as the 

original extracts from 

the General Classifier 

of Enterprises and 

Organizations. 

2.3.1 Preparation for 

transportation by 

rail and sea 

This procedure requires to 

conclude contracts with a rail 

freight forwarder, with an operator 

of wagons (containers), as well as 

with a rail spur owner. 

In addition, Exporter opens a 

Single Personal Contract Account 

with rail carrier.  

After consideration of the 

application and documents and 

receiving an offer contract for the 

organization of settlements on the 

Single Personal Contract 

Account, Exporter needs to 

To conclude contracts, 

if necessary, the 

Exporter provides a 

copy of the certificate 

of state registration of 

a legal entity, as well 

as a copy of a 

passport or identity 

card. 

In order to open a 

Single Personal 

Contract Account, 

Exporter submits an 

application to KTZh-

Freight Transportation 

LLP along with the 

The process is largely  

transparent and 

predictable. The 

contract can be 

obtained and Monthly 

request can be sent 

online through the 

“Contractual and 

Commercial Work” 

Automated 

Management System, 

which requires an 

account in this system, 

as well as an 

electronic digital 

signature. 
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deposit and activate the Single 

Personal Contract Account.  

After that, through the Automated 

Management System 

"Contractual and commercial 

work" Exporter sends a monthly 

request for transportation. A 

monthly request must be 

submitted 20 calendar days 

before the start of the month in 

which loading is planned.  

In addition, Exporter signs the 

contract with Seaport. 

following documents: 

a certificate from the 

bank on the existence 

of an account, copies 

of the certificate of 

state registration, 

certificate of 

registration for VAT, 

taxpayer certificate, 

passports or identity 

cards, as well as the 

original extracts from 

the General Classifier 

of Enterprises and 

Organizations. 

In order to sign 

contract with Seaport, 

Exporter sends letter 

of request with Copy 

charter of 

organization, 

Certificate of state 

registration, Passport 

or identity card, Copy 

order on authority of 

head of organization. 
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2.2 Register for 

currency control 

The foreign trade contract(s) or 

invoice(s), equivalently estimated 

over $50,000, are subject to the 

export-import currency control at 

the bank where the applicant is a 

regular customer. 

Exporter submits online 

application for acceptance of 

foreign trade contract under 

export-import currency control to 

the bank.  

Bank reviews the application and 

provides the registration number.  

Along with application, 

Exporter provides with 

the Commercial 

contract. 

This procedure is fully 

transparent and 

predictable. 

It is recommended to introduce a single 

register system of currency control by 

integrating bank payment systems with 

the E-gov G2B platform. Application 

submission for acceptance of foreign 

trade contract under export-import 

currency control to the bank could be 

taken in the single register system 

integrated in the Single Window for 

exporters and importers. 

 

 

2.3 Obtain the 

Certificate of Origin 

For obtaining a Certificate of 

Origin Exporter has to apply to 

the National Chamber of 

Entrepreneurs and conclude an 

appropriate contract along with 

supporting documents.  

This process 

generating the 

Country-of-Origin 

Certificate requires 

Exporter to submit the 

application, a receipt 

of payment for the 

certificate, copies of a 

certificate of state 

registration, a foreign 

trade contract with an 

account number, an 

invoice for the supply 

These procedural 

requirements and 

procedures are 

published and well-

known to the 

Exporters.  

Obtaining the text of 

the contract and bill of 

payment, as well as 

applying for the 

certificate of origin 

and obtaining draft 

Since April 1, 2019, the submission of 

documents for obtaining a certificate 

of origin of goods has been carried 

out in a paperless format. An 

application for obtaining a certificate 

and a package of documents in 

electronic form can be submitted 

online. There is no need to go to the 

chamber to submit a paper package 

of documents. To apply, exporters 

must register on the website or follow 

the link in the "Certification" service on 

the website of the Chamber of 
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with an account 

number, a contract for 

the sale of goods (for 

an exporter who is not 

a manufacturer of 

goods), as well as a 

brief description of the 

technological process 

of production. 

certificate of origin for 

approval, can be done 

online. 

  

Entrepreneurs to obtain a certificate 

and a package of documents in 

electronic form can be submitted 

online. There is no need to go to the 

chamber to submit a paper package 

of documents. To apply, exporters 

must register on the website or follow 

the link in the "Certification" service on 

the website of the Chamber of 

Entrepreneurs. Thus, the applicant, 

instead of two visits (submission of a 

paper application and receipt of a 

certificate), will only once visit the 

Chamber of Entrepreneurs to receive 

a certificate of origin itself.  

If the system for issuing a certificate of 

origin by the Chamber of 

Entrepreneurs is integrated into a 

single window for foreign economic 

activity and mutual recognition of a 

certificate of origin of goods by other 

countries is established through an 

integrated system, then there is no 

need to issue an original paper 

document. In this direction, the 

Chamber of Entrepreneurs and State 

Revenue Committee together with the 
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Ministry of Trade and Integration, 

need to carry out procedural work to 

bring the business process into a 

cross-border paperless form. 

2.4 Obtain the 

Certificate of 

Conformity  

Exporter has to have a contract 

providing the service on the 

issuance of the certificate of 

conformity and the bill for 

payment for the certificate of 

conformity. 

 

Exporter applies for a 

certificate of 

conformity with 

documents: certificate 

of proof of registration 

of legal person/talon 

of notification of 

operating as an 

individual 

entrepreneur, 

registered foreign 

trade contract, 

passport or National 

ID card, commercial 

invoice, description of 

technological process 

of production. 

Certification body 

checks documents. 

Certification body 

conducts product 

tests. Based on the 

test results Certificate 

There is an 

abundance of 

information available 

about the procedural 

requirements. 

The government agency in charge of 

regulating the certification regime 

must work to improve information 

transparency, educate local industry 

on EU certification, and collaborate 

closely with EU certification authorities 

on mutual cooperation and mutual 

recognition of certifications used on 

both sides. 
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of conformity is filled 

out. Exporter obtains 

the Certificate of 

conformity. 

2.5 Prepare for Road 

haulage 

This simple process involves 

Exporter and Company providing 

road haulage services. Exporter 

sends an order to Company 

providing road haulage services. 

After its consideration, the 

Exporter receives bill for 

payment for services and 

prepares the freight for loading. 

After the provision of truck, 

Exporter loads the truck and 

receives the accompanying 

documents. 

This activity produces 

the CMR note, road 

consignment notes 

and bill for payment 

for road haulage, 

truck waybill of lading, 

international road 

transport book 

(Carnet TIR), permit 

for entry, exit or transit 

of truck on the 

territory of 

Kazakhstan, 

International weight 

certificate. 

This process is fairly 

transparent and 

predictable. 

Continue developing the Single 

Window IS, in particular, integrate it 

with the Tax Service's (registration 

and tax data of foreign economic 

activity participants), authorized 

banks' (contract data), notaries' 

(powers of attorney), and 

Kazakhstan's Ministry of Internal 

Affairs' systems (passport data). 

There is a need for the creation of a 

single electronic application form for 

obtaining all necessary permits. 

 

By analogy with Registered Exporter 

System (REX) developed by the 

European Commission, create a 

register of foreign trade participants. 

With such a database of verified 
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2.6 Obtain an export 

customs declaration 

for goods 

In order to obtain an export 

customs declaration Exporter 

uses the Automated System of 

Customs and Tax Administration 

"Astana-1". Before Exporter 

starts to fill goods declaration 

form, he needs to pay customs 

fee for declaration. After 

completing form and attaching 

documents, Exporter obtains an 

export customs declaration.  

During the filling of 

goods declaration 

form, Exporter 

indicates the number 

of the CMR 

consignment note, 

and copies of the 

foreign trade contract 

with the account 

number, receipts for 

payment for customs 

fees, vehicle 

registration document 

(technical passport) 

and certificate of 

origin are attached. 

This process is fairly 

transparent and 

predictable. 

exporters, it is possible to enter the 

system only once. 

 

Make Single Windows (SW) 

compatible with Single Windows in 

other countries. The Law of 

Kazakhstan "On Informatization" (No. 

418-V, 2015) and "On Personal Data 

and Their Protection" (No. 94-V, 2013) 

contain rules governing the transfer of 

personal data outside of Kazakhstan 

as well as rules in accordance with 

the information law requires that 

databases containing personal data 

be stored at a location within the 

territory of Kazakhstan. The purpose 

and operation of these rules should be 

reviewed to ensure that they do not 

unnecessarily restrict the cross-border 

flow of personal data. 

 

Optimization of requirements for trade 

and accompanying documents: 

abolition of the requirement to provide 

2.7 Dispatch freight This process requires the driver 

of Road haulier contracted by 

Exporter to dispatch the export 

goods from  xporter’s premises 

along with all necessary 

documents. 

The driver has to 

obtain from Exporter 

the following 

documents: 

Registered export 

goods declaration, 

CMR note, 

Commercial invoice, 

Certificate of origin, 

TIR carnet, 
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international vehicle 

weight certificate 

documents that are available in 

electronic systems and databases 

(registration data, conformity 

assessment documents, passport 

data, powers of attorney, etc.) and 

elimination of the requirement to 

provide one and the same document 

several times, for example (a 

certificate of origin, a contract, an 

invoice, etc.). 

 

Cross-border paperless trade is 

difficult to implement and cannot be 

accomplished without close and 

sustained collaboration among 

countries, including through the 

2.8 Undertake transport 

control 

This process requires Driver to 

undertake vehicle parameter 

control and transport document 

control. After controls, Road 

transport control inspector fills 

out an Act of weighing and Act of 

inspection results.  

At this process Driver 

has to have CMR 

note, Driving license, 

Certificate of vehicle 

registration, 

Tachograph, 

Certificate of periodic 

inspection of 

tachograph, 

Certificate of 

verification of 

tachograph, TIR 

carnet, international 

weight certificate 
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2.9 Cross the 

Kazakhstan border 

To cross the border, Driver must 

obtain a control card at the 

entrance to the checkpoint. Then 

go through various types of 

control, which include radiation 

and weight and size control of 

vehicles, verification of transport 

and transportation documents. 

After checking the documents, 

the specialist of the customs post 

puts into the Automated system 

of customs and tax 

administration "Astana-1" 

confirmation of the departure of 

the goods from the customs 

territory. Before leaving the 

territory of the checkpoint, 

Border Guard service inspects 

vehicles, Driver passes through 

passport control, and upon 

departure, submits a control 

card. 

During the crossing 

border, Driver submits 

Driving license, 

Certificate of vehicle 

registration, CMR 

note, Route sheet, 

Certificate of 

insurance, TIR carnet, 

international vehicle 

weight certificate. 

 Framework Agreement on Facilitation 

of Cross-border Paperless Trade in 

Asia and the Pacific. Accession to the 

Framework Agreement to Facilitate 

Cross-Border Paperless Trade in the 

Asia-Pacific Region, which will allow 

creating and agreeing with partners 

on mutual recognition tools for 

electronic documents for trade 

formalities as well as the 

implementation of pilot projects in the 

region. 

 

Cancellation of the requirement to 

undergo conformity assessment 

procedures for exported goods that 

are subject to re-assessment in the 

importing country at the request of the 

importing country and for which the 

exporting country's conformity 

documents are not recognized. 

 

Development of an international trade 

navigator for SMEs: The navigator 

can advise SMEs on frequently 
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occurring issues via a chatbot or 

similar systems and help put together 

a chain of steps to complete foreign 

trade formalities and prepare the 

necessary documentation. 

 

Strengthening public-private 

partnerships to facilitate trade. 
Participation of the private sector in 

the work of the National Trade 

Facilitation Committee in advising and 

coordinating facilitation reforms. 

 

Expansion of the list of information 

available on the Kazakhstan Trade 

Portal for exporters and importers. For 

example, place templates of electronic 

documents that can standardize B2B 

interaction and indicate the email 

addresses of carriers, insurance 

companies, and customs 

representatives. 
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It is important to implement 

educational programs for government 

stakeholders and businesses as well. 

Kazakhstan should build awareness 

and capacity on the legal issues of 

(cross-border) paperless trade for its 

stakeholders, especially those who 

are involved in handling the legal 

aspects, including understanding the 

implications of joining international 

agreements. 

 

Kazakhstan should continue to 

actively participate in cross-border 

paperless trade initiatives at the 

regional, sub-regional, and bilateral 

levels. 

 

Growing demand for transportation 

along the Middle Corridor and the 

launch of new services provide a 

positive outlook for the coming years. 

It is necessary to develop the concept 

of digital transport corridors. 

Digitization will facilitate and speed up 
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work with electronic document 

management on the Trans-Caspian 

International Transport Route 

Multimodal interconnectedness in 

corridors, interoperability of cargo 

data exchange, negotiations for a 

legal framework (agreement) started, 

call for countries to cooperate and use 

common standards. It is also 

necessary to identify national 

coordinators for the pilot launch. 

 

Use the best international practices 

and recommendations of the 

UNESCAP report "The use of 

Logistics Information Systems for 

increased efficiency and 

effectiveness" in developing national 

and regional e-logistics platforms and 

systems. To prepare the countries 

participating in the digital corridor's 

digital infrastructure for the effective 

digitalization of cargo transportation 

processes in international transport 

corridors. 
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Determine the documents listed in 

Table 5.2 for priority digitization to 

exclude duplicate documents and 

submit them to the interdepartmental 

working group for consideration and 

implementation. 

2.10 Transit through 

Russian Federation 

  This process is 

transparent and 

predictable. 

The regulation of transit operations 

and customs clearance is regulated 

by the customs legislation of these 

countries.  
2.11 Cross Border 

Crossing to enter a 

  This process is 

transparent and 

predictable. 
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European Union 

(Latvia) 

2.10 Transit through 

Alyat sea port 

 

Poti Seaport provides with bill for 

payment. Train foreman pays for 

seaport services. Train foreman 

submits transit customs 

declaration to be enclosed with a 

set of required documents. 

Border crossing authorities 

inspect transport. Inspector of 

the customs post transfers to 

captain of the vessel or his 

assistant following documents.  

Commercial invoice, 

rail waybill (CIM), rail 

waybill (CIM), 

commercial invoice.  

This process is 

transparent and 

predictable. 

2.11 Transit through Poti 

Sea Port 

Poti Seaport provides with bill for 

payment. Train foreman pays for 

seaport services and submits 

transit customs declaration to be 

enclosed with a set of required 

documents. Border crossing 

authorities inspect a transport. 

Inspector of the customs post 

transfers to captain of the vessel 

or his assistant following 

documents.  

Commercial invoice, 

rail waybill (CIM), rail 

waybill (CIM), 

commercial invoice.  

This process is 

transparent and 

predictable. 
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2.12 Cross Border 

Crossing to enter a 

European Union 

(Marcel, France) 

Importer and exporter hold a full 

set of documents required for 

carriage of goods and customs 

formalities in the European 

Union. Importer fills a customs 

declaration to be enclosed with a 

full set of required documents 

including. A set of documents is 

submitted for further review by 

Border crossing authorities. 

Border crossing authorities 

inspect a transport and 

documents. Customs Inspector 

checks all taxes based on goods 

value and transport costs, 

reviews the documents. In case 

the documents are correct, 

goods cross the border. 

Customs import 

declaration form, 

commercial invoice, 

customs value 

declaration, freight 

documents, packing 

list.  

This process is 

transparent and 

predictable. 

 

2.13 Finalise road 

haulage 

This procedure requires Importer 

to certify the acceptance of 

freight by putting his signature 

and stamp as well as indicating 

vehicle's arrival and departure 

times in the CMR consignment 

note. After Exporter receives 

confirmation of acceptance of 

freight by Importer, Exporter 
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makes full payment for road 

haulage. 

3. Pay     

3.1 Complete the 

export procedure 

This procedure requires Exporter 

to prepare all documents 

associated with the letter of 

credit. 

In addition, the Exporter requests 

payment for the goods. 

This process involves the 

Exporter's Bank and the 

Importer's Bank, which check the 

documents and compliance with 

the Letter of Credit. After the 

Banks transfer the payment for 

the goods and the Exporter 

receives the payment. 

The Importer collects all 

documents required for import 

through the Importer's Bank 

received from Exporter. 

Documents 

associated with the 

letter of credit are 

Invoice, commercial 

contract, SMGS with 

stamp railway and 

customs.  

 

 It is important to introduce a single 

payment system by integrating bank 

payment systems with the E-gov G2B 

platform and implementing the 

functionality of a single account for 

paying for all services related to permit 

issuance. 
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3.2 De-register with 

currency control 

This procedure requires Exporter 

to de-register with currency 

control after the completion of 

export procedures. Exporter 

applies for removal of foreign 

trade contract under export-

import currency control (could be 

done online). Bank reviews the 

application and de-register with 

currency control, the foreign 

trade contract will be removed 

from export-import currency 

control. 

 

Exporter needs to 

submit the application 

form to the bank.  

This procedure is fully 

transparent and 

predictable. 

It is important to introduce a single 

register system of de-register of 

currency control by integrating bank 

payment systems with the E-gov G2B 

platform. Application submission to the 

bank for acceptance of foreign trade 

contract under export-import currency 

control could be carried out through a 

single register system which is 

integrated into the Single Window 

platform for exporters and importers. 

 

 

Source: prepared by the author
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Annex - 1: Participants in the ESCAP Advanced Training on 
BPA for Simplifying and Digitalizing Trade Procedures, 
September 26-27, 2022, Bangkok, Thailand 
 

No Country Title Name  Surname Designation/Organization 

1 Bangladesh Mr. 
Md. Mamun-Ur-

Rashid 
Askari 

Joint Chief (c.c.)  

Bangladesh Trade and Tariff 

Commission 

Ministry of Commerce 

2 Bhutan Ms. Pem Zam 

Deputy Chief Trade Officer 

Export Promotion Division 

Department of Trade 

Ministry of Economic Affairs 

3 Cambodia Mr. Vanny Lun 

Deputy Chief of Bureau of 

Agricultural Product Quality and 

Safety Improvement 

Department of Plant Protection 

Sanitary and Phytosanitary 

4 Cambodia Mr. Kha Sok 
SeT4SME Project Manager 

Global Alliance for Trade Facilitation  

5 India Ms. Komal Biswal 
Research Scholar 

Jawaharlal Nehru University 

6 Indonesia Mr.  Hans Sitepu 
Researcher 

DTS Indonesia 

7 Lao PDR Mr.  Sonemala Nouanthasing 
Director of Trade Facilitation Division  

Ministry of Trade and Commerce 

8 Maldives Mr. Ahmed  Ifthikhar 

Director, Policy & Economic 

Research Department 

Ministry of Economic Development 

9 Mongolia Mr. Gendentseveen Tseveldulam 

Director of Customs Risk 

Management Department 

Customs General Administration of 

Mongolia 

10 Pakistan  Ms. Sara Tassadaq Civil Servant/Section Officer (Trade 

Diplomacy) 
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Ministry of Commerce, Government 

of Pakistan 

11 Philippines Ms. Abigail Andrada 

Research Analyst II 

Philippine Institute for Development 

Studies 

12 Vietnam Mr. Huong Pham 
Trade Policy Consultant 

International Trade Centre 

13 India Mr. Prabir  De 

Professor 

Research and Information System 

for Developing Countries (RIS) 

14 Kazakhstan Ms.  Ainur Amirbekova  

Director of the Department of the 

International Integration  

JC  “Centre for Trade Policy 

Development" QazTrade 

15 Australia Mr. Mohammad Farhad 

Research Officer and Teaching 

Fellow 

UWA Business School 

UNESCAP Consultant 
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Annex - 2: List of stakeholders interviewed 
 

No. Name of the Stakeholder 

1 State Revenue Committee of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan 

2 Ministry of Industry and Infrastructural Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan  

3 Ministry of Trade and Integration of the Republic of Kazakhstan 

4 Committee for Technical Regulation and Metrology 

5 National Chamber of Entrepreneurs 

6 National Railway Company KTZ 

8 

Ministry of Digital Development, Innovations and Aerospace Industry of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan 

9 JC  “Centre for Trade Policy Development"  azTrade 

10 National Information Technologies JSC 

11 Republican Association of Mining and Metallurgical Enterprises 

12 “Kazpost” JSC 

13 National Bank of Kazakhstan 

16 Association of Customs Brokers (Representatives) 

17 Association of Rail Spur Owners 

18 Private company offering temporary warehouse storage services 

19 Union of International Road Haulers 

20 Committee for State Revenues 

21 Association of Carriers and Operators of Wagon (Container) 

22 Border Service 

23 Committee for Transport 

24 Association of National (Rail) Freight Forwarders 

25 Association of Conformity Assessment Entities 

26 Aktau Trade Seaport National JSC 

27 Quryk Port LLP 

28 Special Economic Zone “Seaport Aktau” 

29 The United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT) 

30 The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 
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31 International Trade Centre (ITC) 

32 Kazakhstan Exporters  

33 Association of the National Expeditors of Republic of Kazakhstan 

34 

Association of  egal  ntities “Republican Association of Mining and Metallurgical 

 nterprises” 

35 U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) 

36 The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

37 International Trade Centre National Consultants  

38 National Expeditors  

39 National Costumes Broker Specialist  

40 Export Development Consultants  

41 Metallurgy companies, manufacturers and suppliers 
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